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Abstract
In Charlton, Massachusetts, the current open-space subdivision option doesn't

work well for the benefit of people or wildlife, but rather allows the developer to cut costs
without giving a more beneficial design in return. Open space "islands" are being created
that have no connectivity with one another, making them little more than buffers of
undisturbed land within and among developments. While these buffers are somewhat
useful from an aesthetic perspective, better regulations and design guidelines would be
helpful in creating more useable "corridors" for wildlife and trails for people, which in
return will help to preserve wildlife biodiversity and provide meaningful recreational
opportunities for residents. Fragmentation of contiguous wildlife habitat is a major cause
of local declines in wildlife species. Continuing along with the status quo would perpetuate
inefficient stewardship of natural resources, continue the building of subdivisions where
people are separated from nature, and force local wildlife into either finding new habitat or
into facing decline and eventual extinction through genetic degeneration.
This study utilizes a multi-layered methodology to understand the issues: casestudies of existing open-space developments in the town of Charlton; the latest research
from the preservation of biological diversity; an adapted Ian McHarg environmental
overlay analysis method; and the Conservation-Subdivision design method recently put
forward by Randall Arendt. These methods are then used in concert to look at a current
Charlton subdivision project, Schofield Heights, to field-test the learnings from the
project. Feedback is then utilized from the new designs to compare Charlton's existing
open-space development regulations with the theoretical knowledge having been gained,
whereby final recommendations for Charlton's regulations are made. The study concludes
that if support from the local Planning and Conservation offices is provided to ease the
extra design work inherent in these projects, that the benefits derived from this type of
open-space subdivision planning exceed the costs for all involved.
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Ch.1

Introduction
For many of us,

Milk comes from Stop & Shop, Flowers come from the

comer vendor, Top-soil can be bought at the hardware store, and Trees can be
purchased at K-Mart; even Water, it seems, comes from a bottle at the store. Though
humans deal with two realms: abstract and physical, it is fair to say that many of us have

unlearned how to deal directly with the natural world around us; we have forgotten our
ties to the land.
Regrettably, we have also unlearned our need for the land to sustain us, and our
need to develop upon the land lightly. Taking down a few acres of woods seems harmless
enough; after all trees can be replaced (from K-Mart!), but only recently have we begun to
understand the critical nature of vegetative habitat, and the interdependence of species
diversity to that habitat. The recent name for this relationship is biodiversity.

The Problem: Disconnection and Fragmentation
Land development in the United States and elsewhere has had major impacts on
the natural environment.

Development can cause major physical changes upon the

landscape, including substantial reduction in plant and tree vegetation, and in wildlife
habitat (Marsh 1991, Beatley 1994, Orians 1995). This development has often led to the
inadvertent creation of habitat and vegetation "fragments", which reduces biodiversity, one
of the key aspects of environmental sustainability (Wilson 1989, Farber 1991, Holt et al.
1995, Orians 1995).
While it seems clear to us to be more concerned about the on-going destruction of
74,000 acres of tropical rain forest each and every day (Chiras 1992), it is harder to see
that with our current development practices here in New England, that today's forest and
1
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wetland habitats are becoming more fragmented . Ironically, more of New England is
covered with forest today than was the case 100 years ago (Cronon 1983, Easterbrook
1995), but with the increase in human population and constant suburban sprawl, there is
less room today for careless land development than in the past, we are again eroding the
stamina of our own landscape.

Significance of The Problem
Charlton's cluster/open-space subdivision option doesn't work well for the benefit
of either people or wildlife, but rather allows the developer to cut costs without giving a
more beneficial design in return. Open space "islands" are being created that have no
connectivity with one another, making them little more than buffers of undisturbed land
between developments. While these buffers are somewhat useful from an aesthetic
perspective, better regulations and design guidelines would be helpful in creating more
useable "corridors" for wildlife and trails for people, which in return will help to preserve
wildlife biodiversity and provide meaningful recreational opportunities for residents.
Fragmentation of contiguous wildlife habitat is now a major cause of declining wildlife
species. Continuing along with the status quo would perpetuate inefficient stewardship of
natural resources, and continue the building of subdivisions where people are separated
from nature.

Objectives for This Study
In this critical study of open-space subdivision development in Charlton,
Massachusetts, we will briefly review the reality of the town's existing open-space
subdivisions regulations. And in the remaining chapters of the project, we will explore a
renewed stewardship of the natural environment, utilize new understandings of biological
diversity, learn regulatory requirements established in the state for conservation purposes,
discuss the provision of contiguous wildlife habitat corridors, and uncover techniques to

2
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help physically reconnect people to the landscape around them. This new knowledge will
be modeled in a proposed change to the Charlton Zoning bylaw for open-space
subdivisions, and then utilized in a subdivision design that incorporates the proposed
changes.

Study Overview and Methodology
The study is organized into four parts: Problem Identification (Chapters 1 and 2);

Review of the Literature (Chapter 3); Application of Leaming (Chapters 4 and 5); and
Synthesis (Chapters 6 and 7). In this introductory chapter, we have briefly explored the
broad problem of being disconnected from our surroundings; the remainder of chapter one
will be an introduction to the town of Charlton, Massachusetts in its geographic context.
Chapter 2 introduces the reader to two of Charlton's cluster/open-space style subdivisions,
which began under the premise of better preservation of open-space values, but may not
be accomplishing these goals very well nor connecting people with the open space made
available in these projects.

The Need For Natural Resource Stewardship is the third chapter; this literature
review argues that we can no longer think of the natural environment as something "out
there", but rather as something we need to be connected in order to live sustainably in the
world; and something we need to proactively plan for.
Part three begins with chapter four, where the study looks at various techniques,
strategies, and regulations that can be used together to re-connect people to the land and
each other as we create open-space subdivisions. Chapter five takes all the previous
arguments and learnings and applies them to an actual, forthcoming subdivision project in
Charlton, Schofield Heights, where a large, 100 acre parcel of land will be designed with
wildlife habitat conservation and connection to our environment in mind.

Synthesis, the last part of the study, begins with chapter six, which solicits
feedback from developers and town officials as to the results of the endeavor.

3
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"ground-testing" focuses the project fully onto the realities of development. Finally,
chapter seven summarizes learnings and makes recommendations for changing Charlton's
current regulations.
Methodology
First, brief case studies will be used to review two existing cluster/open-space
development subdivisions in Charlton, broadly comparing them against some of the
ecological principles that will be focused on throughout the remainder of the study.
Second, an existing parcel of land in Charlton, already identified by the owner as
intended for subdivision, will be selected to utilize ecological principles discussed in the
literature review, along with an adaptation of McHarg's overlay mapping method (1991),
and conservation subdivision layout techniques from Randall Arendt (1996). This work
will culminate into two open-space design alternatives for this forthcoming Charlton
subdivision project, hopefully providing some useable ideas for the forthcoming project.
Finally, from the learnings of this study will come a review of the existing zoning
regulations in Charlton regarding cluster/open-space subdivisions, with recommendations
for needed changes.

The Context: Charlton, Massachusetts
Located 15 miles southwest of the city of Worcester (see Figure 1-1 ), the town of
Charlton has one of the largest land areas in Worcester County - 44 square miles.
Between 1970 and 1990, population doubled from 5,000 to 10,000 people, and the State
predicts that Charlton's population will continue to grow by about 25 percent between
1990 and the new millennium.
State and federal policies, as well as intra-state migration are bringing major
changes to the community. Mandated sewer plant and piping upgrades, Mass. Title-V
septic system regulations, a new $27 Million dollar middle school,

future funding

requirements for Mass. Education Reform, a $200 Million dollar electric power plant

4
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wanting to locate here (due to impending deregulation of the electric industry), and new
wireless telecommunications towers being erected (due to the Federal
Telecommunications Act), are besieging this sleepy rural town.

1996

These impacts are

beginning to divide Charlton into a number of different camps, those that don't want any
changes (that will ruin their rural community), those that want economic development, and
those that want to find a balance that fits with the reality of the times.
Until recently, town government has been run by a small, mostly volunteer

caretaker regime (Ramsey 1996), consisting of a 3-member board of Selectmen (now
Selectwomen as well), and elected or appointed committees and commissions. In 1990,
the town began to use part-time professional planning staff, and in 1996 hired its first fulltime town planner. A professional town engineer will be hired in 1997, and discussions
for hiring a town administrator are debated in Town Meetings.

Charlton

Source: MassGIS

Figure 1-1

Location of Charlton, MA
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Taking a look at the town zoning map in Figure 1-2 (Charlton has only had a
zoning bylaw in place since 1987), one can see that about 80 percent of the community is
zoned 'A' (Agricultural). Also of interest is how the JG (Industrial General), IP (Industrial
Park), and CB (Community Business) zoning districts are set up along the two major road
corridors in town: Route 20, which runs east-west, and Route 169, which runs southwest
from Route 20 (slightly west of the center of town). Route 20 is a concern from a zoning
perspective, with its 400 foot deep CB district running through most of the town; it has
the making of one big strip mall! Lack of town sewer and water, and lower-than-desirable
traffic counts by the major retail chains are the primary reasons it hasn't yet been
developed. There are no national retail chains in Charlton today.
Highlighting the largest zoning district in Charlton, the Agricultural zoning district
is a rural residential density zone requiring a minimum of 60,000 square feet for a single
parcel, with a minimum road frontage width of 175 feet. The intent and purpose of the
Agricultural district, according the Zoning Bylaw is:

To provide for agricultural and lowest density residential sites while at the same time
encouraging open space, preserving or enhancing views, protecting the character of the
historic rural and agricultural environs, preserving or enhancing visual landscapes,
recognizing site and area limitations for on-site waste water disposal systems in terms of
drainage, soil suitability, proximity to surface and aquifer and other sub-surface water
resources, and slope. ( Sec. 3.1. 5.1 )

(See Zoning Map on Next Page)
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Figure 1-2

Zoning Map of Charlton, MA
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Geography

Physiographically, Massachusetts is part of the Appalachian Highlands region,
formed by metamorphic and intrusive igneous rocks (Espenshade and Morrison 1978). It
should come as no surprise then that Charlton's terrain is hilly, with numerous wetlands,
streams, small ponds and lakes. Two small rivers, Cady Brook and Little River, flow
north-to-south through the community. For the most part, the soils offer poor drainage
characteristics throughout the town, as evidenced by a good deal of rock ledge several
feet below the surface.
At the watershed level, Charlton is part of the Quinebaug and the French River
basins, both of which are tributaries to the Thames River in Connecticut This drainage
area covers 251 square miles in Massachusetts, and 1474 square miles total (Bickford and
Dymon 1990). Two small streams, Cady Brook and Mc.Kinstry Brook, act as tributaries
to the Quinebaug River; another stream in Charlton, called Little River, is a tributary to
the French River (see Figure 1-3, and Appendix 'B' for additional information).
Reviewing the latest aquifer information, Charlton has a one medium-yield gravel
and sand aquifer, located in southeast Charlton, in the Buffumville Lake area; it is not
presently being used for public water supply needs (see Figure 1-4).

No public

infrastructure currently exists for water in the town; all properties are on well water .
... .end of text....
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Figure 1-3.

Watershed Map of Charlton, MA
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Figure 1 - 4

Aquifer Location in Charlton
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Ch. 2
Open-Space Subdivision Development in Charlton:

Promise and Reality
In the State of Massachusetts, municipalities are authorized through the state
zoning act known as Chapter 40A to allow the option of cluster development subdivisions
through special permit. Charlton has adopted this provision, calling their version of it the
"Flexible Development"; a developer who opts to use this provision of the town's zoning
bylaw goes through both a special permit process and a subdivision review process. These
are typically done concurrently to save time and duplication of efforts.
Looking at the promise of Charlton's Zoning regulations, it states in the Purpose
and Applicability portions of its Flexible Development bylaw that:
The purpose of the flexible development option is to provide for the most efficient use of
services and infrastructure, to maintain the Town's traditional New England rural
character and land use patterns, and to encourage the permanent preservation of open
space... agricultural land, forests and woodland, historic or archeological sites ... [By:]
preserving land use patterns in which small villages contrast with open spaces, farmland
and forests; preserving scenic vistas; providing for the most efficient use of municipal
and other services; preserving unique and significant natural, historical and
archeological resources; and encouraging a less sprawling form of development, but not
to the extent that such development will visually and environmentally overwhelm the
land. (TownofCharltonZoningBylaw, Sec.5.7.1, Sec. 5.7.2)

The Reality
Comparison of the important design proVIs1ons of the Flexible Development
Option with that of Charlton's "conventional" subdivision regulations (Figure 2-1) reveals
that while significant efficiencies are gained in terms of road widths and lot frontages,
mechanisms and guidelines for purposefully designing flexible development subdivisions
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to better preserve forests, woodlands, sceruc vistas, historical, and archeological
resources are not adequately spelled out.
Performance standards are used instead, providing the developer (and more likely
the developer's engineer) with an end result, but no detail to accomplish it. While the use
of performance standards has been an important component of the planning "tool box" for
many years (Kendig 1980, Arendt 1994), in Charlton's case it leaves the most important
considerations for what constitutes appropriate open space, as well as where that open
space is located, to the subdivision developer. The performance standards for Flexible
Development can be seen in Figure 2-2 below (see Appendix 'A' for the complete
Flexible Development Bylaw):
5.7.3

Stans!arsls

llJ...l. Building lots within flexible developments shall conform to the following standards:
Min. Lot
Zoning

Area

D.im:.li1

UQ.1W.

A
R-40
R-SE
1

45,000
30,000
30,000 1

~

~
100'
100'
100'

Frmt Silk Rllllc
30' 15' 30'
30' 15' 15'
30' 15' 15'

Max.
Building
~
30%
30%
30%

Building lots may contain 20,000 square feet if cooneded to a sewer system.

l l l l The lots within the flexible development used for residartial structures shall be grouped, where each lot shall
be oontiguous. Every group shall be separated from every other group within any flexible development by a distance
determined by the Plmming Board.

l l l l A strip of pennanently restricted open space, the width of which shall be at the disa-etion of the Planning
Board, shall be provided between every group and the exterior property lines of the flexible development parcel.

llM

A minimum of25% of the land area in the flexible development shall be permanently restricted open space
and shall be suitable for recreational, agriaihural or aihural uses. The Planning Board may require that at least fifty
(50) percent ofthe permanently restricted open space shall be free from wetlands as defined in the Wetlands Protea.ion
A<1. However, such open space may contain more than 50% wetlands if the additional open space coosists of bodies
of water.

l l l l The number of building lots proposed may exceed the number that would normally be allowed by a
oonventional subdivisicn plan in full conformance with roning. subdivision regulations, heahh codes, wetlands bylaws
and other applicable requirements by l 0% if the Planning Board finds that the character of the surrounding area
would not be adv~ly affeded thereby and that all other requirements of this seaion are met.
l l l l No lot shown on an approved flexible development plan shall be further subdivided and the plan shall be so
noted. Relocation of lot lines, street layout and open space layout may be allowed after approval, provided that no
inaease in the number of building lots results thereby and provided further that approval of the Planning Board is
given. Ifthe Board determines that a proposed revision oonstitutes a substantial change, a public hearing shall be held
at the expense of the applicant.

U;J,1 Streets oonstructed within the flexible development shall ccnform to the applicable requirements of the Rules
and Regulations Governing the Subdivision of Land

Source: Olarlton Zooing Bylaw

Figure 2-2.

Flexible Development Performance Standards
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The Result
A review of Charlton Planning Board records shows that the Flexible Development
option has been used for the design of four subdivisions to-date. Two of these have
already been constructed, a third was recently approved; a fourth proposal was
preliminarily approved by the Board but final plans were never brought forward.
The two subdivisions that have been constructed, Solar Heights and Henry
Richards Circle, have been selected to briefly look at the results of following the Flexible
Development bylaw. The locations of these subdivisions in Charlton are shown on Figure
2-3.

The reason this option was chosen by the developers for these projects, and

therefore the option's primary benefit to them is that significant dollars could be saved on
road construction costs.
A look first at the objectives and performance standards of the flexible
development option, and next at these two subdivisions that were completed shows that
objectives are certainly met regarding efficient use of infrastructure and municipal services.
Looking however at Figure 2-5 (Solar Heights) and Figure 2-7 (Henry Richards Circle),
the designs barely meet the "less sprawling" form of development called for, and certainly
do not meet the "preservation of land use patterns in which small villages contrast with
open spaces, farmland and forests" ; nor do they preserve "unique and significant natural
.... resources" .

Specifically, the results of the designs show that contiguous areas of

wildlife habitat are compromised, people are cut-off from the open space made available
for them, and people are cut off from one another. These 3 issues will now be reviewed.
Contiguous Wildlife Habitat is Compromised
In both subdivisions important consideration of adjacent streams and/or wetland
areas to preserve wildlife habitat was not undertaken. Putting open space next to these
areas would have left a wider wildlife corridor as the land was developed.
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Fragmentation of open space/wildlife habitat is also a concern. In the case of Solar

Heights, open space is fragmented into two sections, with only a 25 foot strip of land
connecting them.

People: Cut Offfrom Open-Space
In both subdivisions, access to the open space as well as identification of it are
items not readily made available all the residents. The pathways or sidewalks that exist in
both developments either do not go near the potential open space access (Henry Richards

Circle), or they are not available to all residents (both) . Potential access points are not
identified, and nature trails do not exist in either project that would entice residents to
directly experience their surroundings through the open space that is preserved.

People: Cut Offfrom One Another
Building orientation, front setbacks from the street, treed sidewalks or walkable
streets, and pathways through open space are important elements that can bring people
closer together in community (Listoken and Walker 1989, Rowe 1991 , Jarvis 1993,
Arendt 1994).
In both of these projects, the houses are not at all oriented toward one another in
any kind of cluster, as hinted at in section 5.7.3.2 of the bylaw. "Cookie-cutter" lots
facing the streets, however, are standard fare for the lots in Solar Heights; and although
the lots in Henry Richards Circle face wooded open space in the middle of the cul-de-sac,
they are set back about 200 feet from the street. Houses in Solar Heights are set back 50
feet from the street, but in either development anyone walking by who wanted to casually
say hello to their neighbor in passing would be forced to raise their voice significantly or
be resigned to just waving.
In Charlton's subdivision regulations, sidewalks are required on only one side of
the street, presenting acute problems around cul-de-sacs, and general problems around the
remainder of the development, as evidenced with the two projects chosen for this study.
The 600 foot sidewalk in Henry Richards Circle is a good example, it primarily (perhaps
15
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exclusively) benefits one out of the eleven homes in the subdivision!

These sidewalk

arrangements discourage residents from walking around their neighborhood. In Solar
Heights, for example, a pathway could have been created between the two cul-de-sacs, but
wasn't, another opportunity missed.

Drawings for Solar Heights and Henry Richards Circle
The remainder of this chapter contains a locus map of where the projects are
located, and 2 drawings for each development: one showing the project in its nearby
environs, and a second drawing showing the issues highlighted in the previous pages, such
as subdivision lot configuration and locations homes and open space.

Schedule of Drawings:
Figure 2-3

Locus Map

Figure 2-4

Solar Heights and its Environs

Figure 2-5

Solar Heights - Design

Figure 2-6

Henry Richards Circle and its Environs

Figure 2-7

Henry Richards Circle - Design
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Solar Heights and its Environs
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Ch. 3
Reconnecti.ng People with Nature:

The Need For Natural Resource Stewardship
The argument to be made for revising the approach to open-space subdivisions in
Charlton is that we can no longer think of the natural environment as something "out
there", apart from us.

We are ultimately dependent upon clean water, fertile soil,

wetlands, forests, and clean air for human survival, and as more of us populate the globe
(and Charlton as well), it becomes critical to understand how these resources work, how
they are being impacted, and ways to preserve them sustainably for current and future
generations.
This chapter starts off globally, then turns to thinking regionally about what needs
to be done. Chapter four discusses what can be done locally in subdivisions to both
support the regional ecology and create a closer connection to the environment, utilizing
these broads concepts and some Massachusetts regulatory tools currently available to
assist this effort.
However tenuous, there appears to be an environmental ethic shaping land-use
processes and decisions. In the comer of the world that is Charlton, where growth is
beginning now to take hold, it is argued by this project that thinking sustainably and being
good stewards of the land are important components of this new land ethic. There is some
good news these days in southern New England: woodlands have returned to nearly threefifths of the region, black bears are prevalent, and coyotes now live in many communities
(Mc.Kibbon 1995).

The critical thing now is to take advantage of this rebirth; and as

developmental growth occurs in the community, we should deliberately plan for the future
of the environment instead of assuming it will take care ofitself
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We must also be realistic, however, about the forces that make the above notions
difficult to accomplish; it seems our economic system is on a collision course with the
physical limitations of natural environmental systems, and our dependency on financial
capital and income (for our livelihoods as well as for paying off loans), makes it unlikely
that major change will occur without a crisis of significant proportions. That being said,
such major changes will not be in the offing with this project, but rather a more moderate
approach to change will be looked at.
Purposefully altering our natural surroundings is something we have done on this
continent for the past 300 years. In southern New England, native Americans would
selectively set large fires to clear woodlands for farming, creating the mosaic quality of
some ecosystems; and when the colonists arrived from Europe, they began an assault on
the land by cutting down the oldest trees for masts on sailing ships (Cronon 1983).
Initially, there were reports of an overwhelming abundance of wildlife and vegetation, but
with the continual clearing of forest, and hunting, by the end of the 18th century, wolf,
deer, elk, bear and lynx had virtually disappeared; by the middle of the 19th century 3/4 of
Southern New England is estimated to have been deforested (Cronon 1983).

Living Sustainably
While once it seemed appropriate for humankind to "subdue" the earth, it is
increasingly paramount to re-align our human actions back within the earth's ability to
absorb these actions (Krueckeberg 1991 , Chiras 1992, Daly and Cobb 1994). There is a
hierarchical relationship that the human species has between planet Earth and itself

physics (of the physical planet) comes first, and ultimately.

There is a physical limit to

the biomass' ability to sustain the planet's species; and as we harm the biomass and the
atmosphere as well, the ability to sustain the life of multiple species, including our own, is
jeopardized (The biomass is the thin blanket of vegetation that covers the earth) (McHarg
1991).
23
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The notion of maintaining Earth's biomass capacity can be thought of as carrying
capacity: the ability to support populations of species indefinitely (short of an

astronomical calamity such as the expected death of our own sun). Sustainability, then, is
the ability to live within the Earth's carrying capacity. (Chiras 1992, Meadows et al. 1992,
Piel 1992, Postel 1994). This is expanded upon:
It is unlikely that there will ever be any global agreement on anything but sustainability
of a level of welfare sufficient to satisfy very basic needs of survival. Hopefully, this
would include sustainability of basic life-support ecosystems, biodiversity sufficient for
robust ecosystems and future information needs, and sustainability of renewable resource
systems at levels of regeneration sufficient to provide for substitution options to future
generations (Farber 1991).

Currently, many citizens of the industrialized nations are expressing deep concern
over issues dealing with the global environment.

Since the advent of the atomic bomb,

there has been a growing realization that humankind has not only "found" a way to alter
the shape and patterns of the natural world, but has actually begun to do so on a scale
heretofore unseen. Since the advent of Earth Day in 1970, there have been a number of
International Summits to discuss the growing concerns, and to formulate agreements as to
ways to deal with man's recent (and mostly negative) impact on the ecosystems of the
world.
The concept, definition, and ensuing discussions of sustainability began in the
1970's. Broadly, sustainability means the ability to endure, and provides a perspective of
both viewpoint and measurement as to where our planet is in terms of its natural
resources, as well as the effects human activities are having worldwide. If environmental
sustainability is the achievement of balance between the rates of resource use, resource
depletion, waste disposal and resource renewal, in order to endure as a human species,
then sustainable development is the human behavioral response required to achieve that
sustainability.

This response has been discussed as a developing environmental ethic,
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which includes norms, values, and principles that guide the appropriate relationship and
actions between the human species and nature.
Sustainability requires the understanding of the physical world around us; it
requires acceptance that many of our natural resources are finite, and knowledge that
many of our renewable resources are being consumed at rates faster than replenishment.
Environmental sustainability is the understanding that survival for our own species on the
planet requires an understanding of the rates of resource use, resource depletion, waste
disposal, and resource renewal.

There needs to be acknowledgment that the rates at

which we use the physical (natural) resources of the planet is unassailably higher than the
rate at which they are being absorbed as wastes and/or replenished, and that many of our
human activities are out of balance with natural processes.

Steady-State Ecology
In seeing the broad, holistic process of human life, we take raw materials, using the

planet as an input source, tum them into goods using (other) materials and energy, and
then output wastes and pollution back to the earth, using the planet as a "sink" (Meadows
et al. 1992). Throughput is the rate at which the ability of sources can supply the needed
materials and the sinks can adequately absorb the pollution and waste.
ecology is based on the need for a balance between input and output.

Steady-state
A steady-state

ecology is capable of growing only if throughput can remain balanced (Merchant 1992).
This has ramifications for economic development as well as suburban sprawl, for "growth"
of the human footprint has not been tied to natural forces since the beginning of the
industrial revolution, and has far outrun the ability of natural processes to adapt. Pollution
is one symptom of this.

Carrying Capacity
The term carrying capacity is a concept that relates to the size of population that
can be permanently supported by the resource base. If we look at the need for the most
25
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primary survival resources of drinking water and food, it is thought that at most the planet
could support 25 billion people (which would occur in only 80 years at current growth
rates), but this population (including existing population) would have to live on a much
lower caloric and protein intake than the industrialized world currently consumes, in order
for everyone to be fed.

Therefore current rates of food consumption, especially in

industrialized countries, is not sustainable.
Fresh water provides another potent example of this lack of balance. In inhabited
areas of the planet, of the net amount of water available for human use after runoff
(projected for the year 2000 as 9,000 cubic kilometers) - only about 5,500 cubic
kilometers is useable. Some 3,500 cubic kilometers are not useable due to pollution,
which leaves the inhabited world with an excess of only about 2,000 cubic kilometers. If
population grows as projected by

the World Resources Institute, however, world

populations in the 21st Century will need to capture additional water with new dam
projects, desalinization plants, and additional transportation networks to make up for
additional demands (Meadows et al. 1992).

Supporting Biodiversity & "Wildness"
By the late 1980's, prominent think tanks such as The Global Tomorrow Coalition
began to realize that the cutting down of large amounts of tropical rain forests would have
a substantial affect on the world's genetic resources, as well as adding to the accumulation
of greenhouse gases in the Earth's atmosphere. When Our Common Future was produced
by the World Commission on Environment and Development (UNCED 1987), the value
of genetic resources was presented initially, and prominently, in terms of their economic
benefit, producing billions of dollars annually for agricultural, medicine, and industrial
sectors. Within a few years of Our Common Future, the need for preserving genetic
diversity (now known as biological diversity, or simply: biodiversity)

had broadened

beyond economic values. Species, it is now acknowledged, are needed for our physical as
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well as economic survival, and should also be seen as deserving preservation for their own
intrinsic values (Kellert and Wilson 1993, Grumbine 1994, Noss and Cooperrider 1994).

Biodiversity
In 1992, the United Nations convened the Earth Summit in Rio de Janiero, and
biological diversity was discussed as one of the twenty-one key issues supporting
sustainable development today and in the 21st Century.

Chapter Fifteen of Agenda 21,

the document that identifies and discusses these issues, deals with the conservation of
biological diversity. The introduction of Chapter Fifteen starts off by stating that "the
current decline in biodiversity is largely the result of human activity and represents a
serious threat to human development" . It goes on to say that "urgent and decisive action
is needed to conserve and maintain genes, species, and ecosystems with a view to the
sustainable management and use of biological resources" (UNCED 1992).
The end result of the Earth Summit regarding biodiversity was the signing by over
150 governments of the Convention On Biological Diversity. In the ratified document, the
preamble states powerfully that a "fundamental requirement for the conservation of
biological diversity is the in-situ conservation of ecosystems and natural habitats and the
maintenance and recovery of viable populations of species in their natural surroundings"
(UNCED 1992). The Rio Earth Summit, where over one-hundred and fifty governments
from around the world spoke with one voice, gave birth to the legitimacy of biodiversity
and its global importance.
Though it is not known what the minimal amount of species required for survival
of the human race would be, it is known that the health of the Earth's ecosystems as well
as human, animal, and plant species, is dependent on its biological diversity:
Species diversity - the world's available gene pool - is one of our planet's most important
and irreplaceable resources .. .. Without diversity, there can be no selection (either natural
or artificial) for organisms adapted to a particular habitat that then undergoes
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change....No artificially selected genetic strain bas ...ever out-competed wild variants of
the same species in the natural environment (Wilson 1989).

When organisms cannot adapt to changes occurring in their environment, they
become extinct (Wilson 1989). Homo sapiens depend on other organisms (food, and
medicines derived from plants) to survive. And since we are still part of the food-chain,
harming or killing off of enough lower organisms will inevitably lead back to an effect on
ourselves. In a recent article printed in the Boston Globe, coral reefs thousands of years
old in the Florida Keys appear to be rapidly dying (the only such reefs in the continental
United States), possibly from pollution from dumping of human sewage and farm
chemicals (May 1997). Not to worry, you say? .. .. They're pretty to look at, but not all that
important.. . Think again. According to the article, "though reefs cover less than one
percent of the earth's surface, they are home to a quarter of all marine fish species" . "For
humans", the article concludes, "the destruction of reefs could hasten the collapse of
fisheries by wiping out spawning and feeding grounds" (May 1997).

Fish as a food

provides almost 25 percent of all humanity's animal protein (Goldsmith, et al 1990).
Once organisms and their genes become extinct, they can never be brought back
(Wilson 1989). As technologically capable and "efficient" as the human race has become,
it is still totally impotent in creating an original gene. It has never occurred. All genetic
improvements (alterations) have been made with existing genes (Wilson 1989, Gore 1992,
Meadows et al. 1992, Piel 1992, Cherfas 1994).
A reduction of species, then, reduces the total gene pool. Though 50 percent of
all the world's species is believed to (have) existed in the tropical rainforests (Wilson 1989,
Meadows et al. 1992) the genes of plants and animals there are different from those in the
temperate region of the world, such as the United States and Canada. In this country, the
agribusiness method of planting monoculture crops has actually weakened crop genetic
resistance to disease (Gore 1992). In fact, new strains of resistant crops (and seed) are
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only found in certain areas of the world, where they are allowed to grow wild and create
their own genetic varieties through natural selection. Some of these locations are being
destroyed, however to make way for hydroelectric dams, roads, and logging (Wilson
1989, Gore 1992).
Aren't all the zoos, national parks, worldwide natural preserves, and genetic plant
banks

which

exist

enough to

preserve

the

minimum

necessary

biodiversity

(biological/genetic diversity)? The answer at this time, is very likely 'no', because another
factor to consider regarding species is that ultimately, the genetic health of individual
species is dependent on a minimum population of not only that same species but a diverse
mixture of interdependent species (Wilson 1989). That minimum population of species
needs a minimum of land area for its habitat (Wilson 1989, Noss and Cooperrider 1994),
and that habitat is being altered for human purposes. Though there is much discussion
today about how many species are actually "needed", it is accepted that it takes a certain
number of species for a habitat to become stabilized, and that genetic destabilization can
occur below this threshold (Wilson 1989, Goldsmith et al. 1990, Marsh 1991, Croonquist
1993, Beatley 1994, Tillman et al. 1994). This threshold "extirpation" occurs at about 50
individuals, below which point species experience genetic mutations and eventual
extinction (Wilson 1989). Extirpation, the gradual dying off of a species, occurs for
larger ground-based animals as we destroy and fragment contiguous habitat, the living
terrain where biodiversity occurs (Noss and Cooperrider 1994) ..
Habitat

The criticality of preserving habitat to preserve biodiversity is a primary "thesis"
for this project. Habitat consists of the natural surroundings where both flora and fauna
can find the food, water, and shelter that they need, in an environment (climate and safety
from other predators) that they can be or are adapted to (Morrison et al. 1992). The
health of a species is directly related to the health of that species' habitat, high quality
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habitat leads to long-term survival and reproduction of the species that live there
(Morrison et al. 1992).
Reduction of habitat is known to reduce the total number of species able to survive
in that habitat. The quantity of species will be reduced by half, if 90 percent of the habitat
is taken away (Wilson 1989). Habitat "islands", created when habitat is destroyed, alters
biological processes and can lead to species extinction.

Extinction due to this

fragmentation is thought to have at least four causes: ( 1) exclusion of the species from the
new "island"; (2) new habitat "islands" that are too small or no longer heterogeneous; (3)
smaller, more isolated populations at greater risk from catastrophes or genetic
deterioration or social dysfunction; and (4) disruption of important ecological
relationships, such as the loss of a key (keystone) species

(Morrison et al. 1992).

Fragmentation, therefore, greatly affects species population, genetic richness, and the
overall biological diversity of the ecosystem (Morrison et al. 1992).
Wildlife Preserves and Corridors
If we are to live sustainably, we must share land with wildlife, meaning being

intentional about setting aside areas where wildlife can exist in natural habitats and be able
to migrate to other areas. According to biologist Reed Noss, what is needed throughout
the world's continents are networks of protected reserve areas the size of our National
Parks, surrounded by two levels of buffered use zones, all connected by wildlife corridors
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994). To allow enough territory for wolves, cougar, bears and
other keystone species, up to 50 to 60 percent of the land mass would need to be set aside
for wildlife (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Trombulak 1996). Agreeing to an arrangement
of this scale will take a major shift in our environmental awareness, and an environmental
ethic much stronger than currently exists. Small-scaled wildlife corridors of 50 meters
(164 ft.) to 200 meters (656 ft.) in width or more can be very beneficial for wildlife other
than large vertebrates, however (Desbonnet et al. 1994).
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Protection of Wildness
How does the study of biodiversity speak to a sense of stewardship for the
environment? Through recent theories such as the biophilia hypothesis and deep ecology,
the need/or, and the biological connection with the environment by human beings is being
discussed and debated.

Many argue that our experience with the land needs to be

renewed if we are to understand why we need to preserve our ecosystems (Kellert and
Wilson 1993, Berry 1995, Brower 1995). Deep ecology asserts that we need to connect
ourselves back to the biological processes we have gotten away from in civilization, and in
doing so reorient our thinking and our actions to a biological/sustainable timetable.
According to Grumbine the word "wilderness" separates people from nature, and
is somewhere "out there" needing to be tamed or conquered by people (1994). Wildness,
in contrast is "the process and essence of nature .... the source of resources and of human
existence.... a place that we are adapted 'to', or live in harmony 'with"' (Grumbine 1994).
Protecting wildness is done for the purpose of establishing a stronger connection to the
ecology:
The ultimate purpose of protecting wildness is not to preserve nature or improve upon it,
but rather to learn a sense of limits from it and to model culture after it. The strategy of
protecting large wildlands with ecosystem management could slow the rate of the
biodiversity crisis while also providing a model that could support the nature/culture
system both ways - sustaining wildness at the core of protecting protected lands as well
as at the center of human communities. The promise of this strategy is that as people
begin to gain direct experience with ecosystems by working to protect biodiversity,
wildness may explicitly become part of culture (Grumbine 19.94)

Biodiversity Planning in a Regional Context
At a local scale, self-contained biological energy systems are called ecosystems,
and an ecosystem's health and stamina are based primarily on: the diversity of its species of
plants and animals; on the occurrence of keystone species; and on changes/threats to
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species habitats (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Haueber 1996).

Ecosytems provide a

number of vital functions for our planet, including maintaining the quality of the
atmosphere; control and amelioration of climate; regulation of freshwater supplies;
generation and maintenance of soils; disposal of wastes and cycling of nutrients; pest and
disease control; pollination; and direct supply of foods (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1981 ).
When thinking about biodiversity and biological processes in terms of physical
scale, we need to think regionally (Merchant 1992, Noss 1992). According to Noss
(1992), there are four major levels of biological organization: genetic level; species level;
community/ecosystem level; and landscape/regional level. Of these, the landscape/regional
scale helps plan for the broad perspective of ecology, avoiding the narrow parochial
thinking (of the species and genetic levels, for example) that can undermine appropriate
consideration of the larger systems upon which the species and genetic levels depend. Not
surprisingly, however, there is no regional plan available today for preserving biodiversity
via wildlife corridors in Worcester County, Massachusetts; there are only maps of known
rare and endangered wildlife habitats.
Thinking regionally about ecology is more in tune with the environment because
the natural landscape doesn't exclusively follow political boundaries. Landscape features
caused by the physiography of the land, such as mountains, hills, forests, rivers, streams,
for example, occur throughout multiple jurisdictions; and various wildlife traverse back
and forth across self-determined territories without concern for artificial boundaries. The
northern Appalachian plain, formed by glaciation hundred of thousand of years ago, helps
shape the particular microclimates in the New England region. Weather does not pay
attention to political boundaries!
Until recently, we have considered ecological systems from a mostly static, "climax
succession view"; now, we understand better that the environment works in a more
dynamic type of equilibrium, and this has led to approaching the issues from a more
systemic perspective (Haeuber 1996).
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Where treatment of common resources such as air and water from upwind,
upstream communities can impact downwind and downstream communities unfairly,
thinking regionally helps confront the "tragedy of the commons" issue (Hardin 1968), by
having communities act more responsibly toward their neighbors. This raises ethical
issues, which will need to be worked out.

Thinking Bioregi.onally
Locally, many people have long since forgotten, or indeed may have never known
where their water supply comes from, or what birds migrate through their areas at
different times of the year, or what historical geologic processes caused the local
topography (Merchant 1992). To become more familiar with these processes people need
to look at their land in bioregional sections:
'Bioregions are geographic areas having common characteristics of
soil, watersheds, climate, and native plants and animals' ... .(but)
beyond the geographical terrain is a terrain of consciousness - ideas
that have developed over time about how to live in a given place.
(Merchant 1992)

Being sensitive to the environment means getting to know it on a deeper level in
order to know where we live. A bioregional "quiz" was written back in 1981 to help in
such an effort; including such challenges and questions as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trace the water you drink from precipitation to tap.
What soil series are you standing on?
What were the primary subsistence techniques of the culture that lived in your
area before you?
From where you're reading this, point North.
Name 5 migratory and 5 resident birds in your area.
When do the deer rut in your region, and where are the young born?
(Charles et al. 1981)

Watersheds

One of the more prominent building blocks for bioregions has become the
watershed (Haeuber 1996), important because one of the human cultural characteristics
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necessary for a bioregion is that it be "small enough for local residents to consider it
home" (World Resources Institute 1992, emphasis in original). Outside of New York
City, for example, the Westchester Land Trust has started a stewardship project to protect
the Mianus Watershed from non-point source pollution. Called the Mianus Watershed
Bioregional Planning Project, the goal is to educate individuals about the various
components of their drainage basin, in the hopes that by understanding their own water
supply, sewage flows, and the combined master plans of the various communities,
sustainable use of resources may result (Wilson 1995). We need in Charlton to think
about where our bioregion is, based on some geographical limit of our human community
and our ecological systems, so that we can plan a sustainable future.

Efficacy of Our Economic System
An important acknowledgment to be made by this study is just how strong the
capitalistic market forces are in shaping our major (and indeed every-day) economic
decisions. Decisions to construct residential subdivisions are rarely, if ever set in motion
by altruistic motives, but even if they do begin that way they are soon subjected to the
requirements of capital finance providers. When push comes to shove, cash flows must be
projected to remain positive over the life of a project to assure adequate financial return
to financiers, and funded projects must provide assurance of adequate profit to developers
for the risks they will incur. In these circumstances of development, where time is money
and profits, and where future monetary capital is often the lifeblood of people's
livelihoods, it is more difficult to be thoughtful regarding regional environmental impacts
of a project.
Capitalism is unsustainable from the perspective of ecological requirements
because capitalism requires "growth" as its motive force, and not stasis (O'Connor 1994).

As a whole, the earth's natural resources are being consumed at rates exceeding their
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replenishment (Scientific American 1989, Goldsmith, et al.1990) which, by definition is a
process that is not sustainable over the long term.

Using Economics to Explain Environmental Issues
Today, even as the long-term efficacy of the capitalism is questioned regarding the
environment, scholars and thinktanks are using people's understanding of economics to
explain the benefits and costs of protecting the environment.

As one example, our

macroeconomic accounting of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and our individual
corporate accounting systems do not take into consideration the costs of pollution,
depletion, and degradation of natural resources back into the environment. If we are to
bring ecology and economics together, it is thought that our economic system must
reflect the ecological system under which it operates; to align ourselves with the natural
world in which we are a part we would need an "environmental accounting system" . Such
a system would work as follows:
A frequent and practical suggestion for rectifying the deficiencies with the conventional
economic accounts is to develop separate or "satellite" accounts that describe the flows
of resources, materials (including pollutants), and energy that underlie any economic
activity. These accounts display input-output balances that are necessary consequences
of physical conservation laws.

The accounts show an initial stock (or "opening

balance") of a resource, its dimunition through use and degradation, its augmentation
during discovery or, in the case of renewable resources, through natural growth, and,
finally, the total stock at the end of the accounting period (or "closing balance"). Thus,
in principle, such accounts show the depletion of natural resources but also their
transformation into goods and materials, some of which may find their way back into
the environment in the form of pollutants. The material or energy accounts can be
linked to the conventional economic accounts through the use of ratios (or input-output

coefficients) that express units of energy or material use per unit of production or sales.
(Peskin 1990)

As another approach, the Contingent-Valuation-Method (CVM) is used to survey
people on the value they would be willing to pay for an "environmental good" such as a
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new park or for being able to hunt in Maine (Brookshire and Mckee 1994). And at the
Worldwatch Institute, an environmental think-tank in Washington DC, the services
provided free by the environment, such as prevention of soil erosion, cleansing and
recharge of the drinking water supply, the filtering of pollutants, the cleansing of our air,
and the retention of carbon dioxide were recently given a value in economic terms to show
how costly it would be to replicate the same functions with man-made systems. The value
of nature's services reaches into the trillions of dollars (Abramovitz 1997, Costanza et al.
1997).

Synthesis
The broad problem we are faced today regarding the environment is that as a
species, humans have now reached the critical mass necessary to not only physically alter
the earth, but to cause change to the global climate as well. It is a climate that has no
equal anywhere in our solar system; a climate that existing lifeforms are one-hundred
percent dependent on for survival.

Sustainability
We are not living sustainably. The stocks of clean, raw resources are being taken
out from the earth and used faster than they are being replenished, and returned faster than
they can be absorbed harmlessly back into the sinks of the planet: the soil, the water, and
the air. The genetic stock from wildlife species is also being depleted rapidly by human
intervention, and species extinction is happening faster now than at any time in history,
save with the dying of the dinosaurs (Wilson 1992).

Stewardship
We have to start by caring for the future of the land for future generations. If they
are to have what we have had (or perhaps better), we have to care for the land. Timothy
Beatley recently echoed this thought about stewardship in his book Ethical Land Use :
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"The notion of land as a commodity, that is held temporarily and in trust for future
generations, is an extremely appealing ethical concept. It helps establish the sometimes
foreign idea that the use and ownership rights of future generations may create legitimate
moral constraints on the use and ownership rights of the cu"ent generation" . (1994,
emphasis in original). Beatley also mentions the thoughts of Edith Brown Weiss regarding
her three "principles of intergenerational equity": "(1) each generation must protect the
diversity of the natural and cultural resource base (the 'conservation of options' principle);
(2) each generation must pass along the planet in no worse condition and each generation
is entitled to an equal level of environmental quality (the 'conservation of equality'
principle); and (3) each generation must ensure all members equitable access to the
planetary legacy (the 'conservation of access' principle)" (1994).

Biodiversity
If maintaining biodiversity is valid because it properly supports sustainability, then

we must learn what is needed to support biodiversity and work to preserve those things.
The preservation and conservation of wildlife diversity (the diversity of both flora and
fauna) requires saving the natural land area, soil, geology, vegetation, and wetlands that
wildlife depend on for their survival (Benyus 1989).

Incorporating into subdivision

design contiguous, open-space areas that function as habitat areas and corridors for
wildlife is the primary goal of this project.
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Ch. 4
Concepts To Consider:

Designing "Connection" into
Open-Space Subdivisions
Charlton's "Flexible Development" subdivision option is not as well thought out as
it might be for either people or wildlife; instead it allows the developer to cut costs
without giving a more beneficial design in return. Open space "islands" are being created.
that have limited connectivity with one another, making them little more than buffers of
undisturbed land between developments. While these buffers are somewhat useful from an
aesthetic perspective, better regulations and design guidelines would be helpful in creating
more useable "corridors" for wildlife and trails for people, which in return will help to
preserve wildlife biodiversity and provide meaningful recreational opportunities for
residents. As discussed earlier in this study, fragmentation of contiguous wildlife habitat is
a major cause of declining wildlife species. Continuing along with the status-quo would
perpetuate inefficient stewardship of natural resources, and continue the building of
subdivisions where people are separated from nature.
The overall problem of "disconnection" also has an additional human dimension.
Though road width, lot sizes and frontages have been greatly reduced in Charlton for
flexible developments, the resulting human settlement is still akin to "sprawling pods" of
unrelated units; less a setting for a community of people than a "photographic backdrop"
for each individual structure.

The human scale, in short, continues to be undermined

because front setbacks and porches (if they exist at all) in current flexible development
subdivisions tend to be too far back from the sidewalk or the road, as they have been in
Charlton's conventional subdivisions. Lot widths are also still too wide, especially in culde-sac areas, which are appropriate settings for intimate neighborhoods.
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These points, as mentioned here and previously, have helped frame the overall
"problem" of this study.

In this chapter an integrated methodology is discussed for

making improvements in our stewardship of biodiversity, for connecting with our natural
surroundings, and for enhancing our human community.

Integrating the Parcel Into The Larger Ecological Landscape
Intuitively, we know that water is needed for life to exist on the planet, and that
fresh water is important in our everyday lives.

Fresh water for drinking has become

another packageable commodity, however; many of us spend money on "clean" bottled
water from Poland Springs, Maine, or from the Adirondack Mountains in New York,
water that in actuality comes from natural rivers and streams.

Only these particular

mountain rivers and streams are away from many of us city folk, who think that the water
is always cleaner away from home.
Getting to know our own local watershed's various riparian areas: the streams,
ponds, lakes and woodlands, is the first major step in relating to our natural environmental
surroundings. Touched on earlier, the local watershed is part of a larger bioregion. Water
does not come from Stop & Shop, it is actually a finite resource that is constantly recycled

through the hydrological process of precipitation, surface runoff, percolation, evaporation,
transpiration groundwater flow, and vapor transport through clouds (Mauritus la Riviere
1989). The water we drink today is the same water our ancestors drank (Lamb 1990),
albeit a bit more processed. Even with all the processing, as long as it rains it will go
through the same cycle; and as long as there is enough contiguous, natural land remaining,
this cycle can support (up to its carrying capacity) human life and wildlife.
The question that's asked with this first step is: regarding the local watershed, are
there any nearby perennial streams either on site or within 200 meters (Desbonnet et. al
1994) of the site boundary? Riparian forests and vegetated buffer areas within this range
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serve important environmental and ecological functions such as pollution removal, flood
control, wildlife habitat and wildlife movement corridors; they should be given high
consideration on the proposed project site as areas not to be developed (Croonquist and
Brooks 1993, Desbonnet et. al 1994, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Blankenship 1996).
Secondly, the local watershed should be considered in the regional/landscape
context of its entire drainage area, to include physiography, vegetation, and climate (Pease
1995). Taking this regional/landscape approach can inform decisions regarding the
preservation of biodiversity through a network of interconnected reserves. Looking at
perennial streams in the entire drainage basin with overlays of estimated rare or threatened
wildlife habitat and areas of contiguous forest, as an example, can point to the design of
regional wildlife corridors and wildlife reserves (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).

Understanding Ecological Regulatory Mechanisms
The State of Massachusetts has several regulatory mechanisms that can provide
support for the design of open space conservation subdivisions. Three will be discussed in
this section: the Wetlands Protection Act, the Rivers Protection Act, and Forest Cutting
Practice Regulations. When used together, these tools can provide the legal "teeth" to
design local and regional wildlife riparian corridors surrounded by contiguous wildlife
habitat, thereby improving the chances of maintaining area biodiversity.

The Wetlands Protection Act
Established in Massachusetts under the requirements of the federal Clean Water
Act, municipal conservation commissions have jurisdiction over areas within 100 feet of
wetland resources. Wetland resource areas can be swamps or meadows bordering on the
ocean, estuaries, coastal wetlands, beaches, dunes, flats freshwater wetlands, banks, rivers,
streams, ponds or lakes; or any land subject to tidal action, coastal storm flowage or
flooding; or land under said waters. They are also further defined by species of vegetation
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or proximity to moving/standing water in the Annotated Laws of Massachusetts (ALM)
(Ch.131 § 40).
If any portion of a proposed project falls within this I 00 foot "buffer zone", the

conservation commission must determine if the area on which any dredging, filling,
removing or altering is to be done "is significant to the public or private water supply, to
the groundwater supply, to flood control, to storm damage protection, to prevention of
pollution, to protection of land containing fisheries, to the protection of wildlife habitat, or
the protection of fisheries" (ALM Ch.131 § 40). If the determination is made that work
in one or more of the resource areas impacts one or more of the eight areas of interest,
then the conservation commission is to issue an "order of conditions" that will contribute
to the protection of the affected interest(s) (ALM Ch.131 § 40).

Wildlife Habitat
Precisely what constitutes important wildlife habitat under the Wetlands Protection
Act (the Act) has been given close scrutiny in an appendix of the regulation, and is not
accorded the presumption of importance to the protection of resource areas as the other
seven interests are. Primarily, the Act is only meant to protect this resource area if it
provides important wildlife habitat functions such as food, shelter, migratory or
overwintering areas, or breeding areas within the wetland resource area in question. This
point is summarized in the Code of Massachusetts Regulations (CMR):
Thus while resource areas are presumed to be significant to the protection of other
interests whenever they play a role in protecting the interest, a particular site must play

a role in providing important wildlife habitat functions, and must do so because of the
presence of specific physical habitat characteristics, in order to warrant a presumption of
significance under the new wildlife regulations.
(310 CMR 10.00 Appendix: Preface To Wetlands Regulations Relative To Protection
Of Wildlife Habitat: 1987 Provisions) (emphasis added)
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Using the Wetlands Protection Act exclusively to protect "wildlife habitat" as a
resource area appears problematic, as each site has to be looked at on a case-by-case
basis, and the required "proof' of habitat significance has to be made to meet the
requirement. The results, at best would still produce a patchwork of individual habitat
islands, which may or may not be contiguous or large enough to prevent genetic
inbreeding depressions in wildlife, and eventual species extirpation (Ehrlich and Ehrlich
1981, Wilson 1992, Kim and Weaver 1994).
The Act is still a powerful tool, however, to protect individual wetland resources
that help with flood control or prevention of pollution, as examples, because these same
areas (such as forested rivers and streams) are also good wildlife habitats.

These

protected areas can act as core reserves within a larger, more contiguously preserved
buffer area, which needs to be preserved by another means. This can be accomplished with
forest cutting regulations, tree conservation ordinances, and with open space development
regulations, which will all be discussed later in this study.
The biodiversity preservation model just described consists of core reserve areas,
surrounded by buffer areas. These two components need to be tied together with a third
element: wildlife corridors (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). As we will see in the next
section, the basis for these corridors has been legally established in Massachusetts with the
Rivers Protection Act.

The Rivers Protection Act
Passed into law in August 1996, the Rivers Protection Act is designed to work
along with the Wetlands Protection Act, by adding a new resource area known as the
Riverfront Area, 200 feet wide, to each side of a perennial stream or river. The purposes

served by protecting the riverfront area are identical to the eight interest identified in the
Wetlands Protection Act.
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Applicants proposing work in the riverfront area must now obtain an "Order of
Conditions" from the conservation commission, using the same procedures specified in the
Wetlands Protection Act regulations, demonstrating that the proposed project meets each
of the two requisite performance standards identified in the statute. The applicant must
prove by a preponderance of the evidence that:
(1) such work, including proposed mitigation measures will have no significant adverse
impact on the riverfront area for the following purposes: to protect the public or
private water supply; to protect the groundwater; to provide flood control; to prevent
storm damage; to prevent pollution; to protect land containing shellfish; to protect
wildlife habitat; and to protect the fisheries; and
(2) there is no practicable and substantially equivalent economic alternative to the
proposed project with less adverse effects on such purposes.
(Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissions Newsletter, Late Fall 1996)
(emphasis in original)

Provided that no practicable alternatives exist to developing the project either on a
different part of the site or on a different site altogether (extensive guidelines are provided
by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection for identifying practicable
alternatives), the next hurdle in the statute is showing that no significant adverse it;npacts
will occur in the riverfront area. Again, the Department of Environmental Protection has

provided 5 criteria to local conservation commissions for making a "no-adverse-impact"
determination for a project (all five criteria must be met):
(i) the work conforms to the performance standards for all other resource areas within
the riverfront area;
(ii) an inner riparian zone of 100 feet of undisturbed vegetation .... measured horizontally

from the river's mean annual high-water line is provided;
(iii) within the 100-foot outer riparian zone (beyond the inner riparian zone of

undisturbed vegetation), alteration of riverfront area is limited to 5,000 square feet, or
20% of this 100-foot zone, whichever is greater;
(iv) stormwater is managed according to a policy established by the Department; and
(v) no project may be permitted which will have any adverse effect on specified habitat
sites of rare wetland or upland, vertebrate or invertebrate species, as identified by the
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procedures established under 310 CMR 10.59 or 10.37, or which will have any adverse
effect on certified vernal pool habitat.
(Massachusetts Dept. of Environmental Protection: memo entitled: Guidance for
Implementation of the Rivers Protection Act Amendments to the Wetlands Protection
Act, November, 1996)

The ramifications of the Rivers Protection Act (the Act) are that no disturbance of
vegetation within 100 feet of a perennial river or stream is allowed for new projects, and a
maximum of 20 percent of the area known as the outer riparian zone (between 100 feet
and 200 feet away from the river or stream ) can be altered on a given parcel. The Act
puts some powerful "teeth" into the creation of a 400+ foot wide wildlife habitat corridor
along perennial waterways, and should be utilized to its fullest extent in the creation of
open-space subdivisions in Charlton.

Forest-Cutting Practices Act + Tree Conservation Bylaws
What if a proposed subdivision parcel is not located near a perennial stream or
nver, or consists substantially of upland? Massachusetts regulations regarding forestcutting practices combined with a locally created tree-conservation bylaw can help prevent
the total denuding of a wooded site by a subdivision developer.
Forest Land is defined in Massachusetts Forest Cutting Practices as "land with at
least 15% of the area occupied by the crowns of forest trees of any size that contains at
least 7.5 square feet of basal area per acre; or that is a plantation containing at least 500
trees per acre; or land recently harvested th_at is in the process of regeneration." (304
CMR 11.03 : Definitions).

The regulation states that all land devoted to forest growth

(which is defined as all forest land), is subject to the statute: Massachusetts General Law
Chapter 132, sections 40 through 46 (Establishment of the State Forestry Committee).
While the regulation does state that: "clearing [of] lands for the purpose of
changing land use, such as the creation of a houselot, a subdivision, or for mining gravel,
or for any other activity requiring town or city permits" is exempt from the statute, it
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provides that they are considered exempt only when supported by the issuance of
necessary permits prior to the start of cutting (304 CMR 11 .02: Statement of Jurisdiction).
This clause presents an opportunity for a municipality to regulate the cutting down of
forests in its community; by implementing the requirements of a local tree-conservation
bylaw in the project permitting process.

Tree Conservation Bylaws/Ordinances
With the awareness level rising about the importance of trees in the environment, a
number of municipalities in the nation have instituted regulations regarding the cutting
and/or planting of trees during the development process, sometimes incorporating them
within a landscaping bylaw, sometimes creating them in a stand-alone fashion. These
bylaws typically limit the percentage of existing trees that can be removed from a parcel
and/or create provisions for replacing any trees removed with a slightly higher ratio of new
plantings (Duerksen 1993). An example of a very basic tree conservation ordinance that
would support the goals of preserving contiguous forested open-space with providing
connection for people would be to replace 1.2 trees for every one tree removed during the
development process, to be planted as in-fill for any afforested areas of the site (under the
tree warden's direction), and planted as street trees along the public ways.
In Massachusetts, state enabling legislation exists for the creation of such a bylaw
via Statute 1975, Chapter 808, Section 2a, which enunciates some of the purposes and
objectives of zoning (Chapter 808 establishes the Zoning Act: Massachusetts General Law
(MGL) Ch.40A).

Section 2A specifically lists eleven purposes/objectives of zoning

regulations, one of which reads:

"to conserve the value of land and buildings, including

the conservation of natural resources and the prevention of blight and pollution of the
environment".
With establishment of its legal viability, a tree conservation bylaw would serve to
limit the amount of trees that could be cut in a given subdivision development.

In

Charlton, with very little public sewer at this time, the bylaw would have to be written to
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reasonably accommodate primary and alternate areas for septic system designs, which
likely means large, open backyards. Massachusetts septic system regulations now allow
for common systems, which would help to minimize the total land-clearing requirement.
This design may not be too difficult to accomplish in Charlton, since most flexible
developments, when they are established, have common open space owned by the
development's association. The Planning Board, however, would need to make some
changes in its current regulations to take advantage of this type of design in future Flexible
Development Subdivisions.

Mapping Site Ecological, Visual, and Historical Attributes
Site planning involves at its basic level a first step that maps the areas of
interest/concern where they either do or could exist on a given parcel, then a second step
of analyzing what these various characteristics mean to the placement of buildings,
structures, roads, parks, views, etc.. The third step, the most difficult, would involve
taking all this information and making judgments about which areas within the parcel to
develop upon for people, and which to conserve for biodiversity, aiming for a result of
balancing development values with conservation values (Steiner 1991 , McHarg 1991,
Arendt 1996).
In designing subdivisions for conservation of open-space, Randall Arendt,

m

Conservation Design for Subdivisions (1996), suggests 10 such areas to analyze on a
given parcel in terms of development and conservation. If we take these 10 areas, and
group them into compatible values (McHarg 1991 ), we can then analyze a given parcel for
where development and conservation are to occur. Taking these ten areas and organizing
them into a group of four values, we have: soils and aquifers/recharge areas for important
environmental values (1 ,2);

wetlands, floodplains and slopes to determine where

development should not be permitted (3,4,5); significant wildlife habitats, woodlands and
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pnme

farmland

as

areas

with

strong

ecological

values

(6,7,8);

historic/cultural/archaeological features, and views into/out of the site as valuable social
features (9, 10).
One of the major concerns with only looking at the site itself is that it misses the
larger, bioregional perspective that has been identified as a critical aspect to preserving
biodiversity (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Tying in the local with the regional scale of
biodiversity preservation, the protection of smaller scale biodiversity could be handled by
the creation of wildlife habitat corridors, a wooded buffer area surrounding a core of
natural stream and/or river corridors. This concept is supported in Noss and Cooperrider,
where many buffer zones and corridor areas proposed to preserve biodiversity in Florida
run along the river system (1994). The goal of leaving contiguous areas of wooded openspace around a perennial stream in order to create a wildlife corridor would be missed if,
for example, there's a stream just to the west of a new subdivision development, and house
lots instead of open-space are being put on that same side.
An analysis should be done of the land at least 200 meters (Desbonnet et. al 1994)

beyond the site's boundaries so that existing forested land and/or perennial streams and
other ecological values can be identified that would suggest a potential wildlife corridor.
Recent aerial photographs, field work, and USGS maps would provide valuable
information regarding these.

How Much Open-Space, and Where In the Subdivision ?
Conservation Biologists have estimated that perhaps 40 to 75 percent of land area
on the continent needs to be kept in its natural state to preserve biological diversity (Noss
and Cooperrider 1994, Povilitis 1995). These are sizable percentages, but they are based
on the need to preserve larger carnivore species, as well as natural disturbance regimes
(such as fire, flood, and wind damage) (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).
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are especially important to ecosystems, because as "keystone species" their presence helps
maintain the natural balance of species populations. Conversely, their absence causes an
imbalance among remaining species (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).
Preserving such large percentages of land as open space may not make sense in
areas where habitat will not likely support wildlife. Preserving biodiversity where it is
found, however, is a recent theoretical approach (UNCED 1992, Noss and Cooperrider
1994) to the problems inherent in saving species on a singular basis. Larger percentages of
contiguous open space should be left intact where the landscape is most suitable.
Working on the premise of having a project site where habitat is suitable for
supporting biodiversity, we might aim at preserving a minimum of 50 percent of the site as
open-space (Arendt 1996), having 40 percent of that be maintained in its fully natural state
(Povilitis 1995), and 10 percent be allocated to semi-natural open-space, useable for
commons, visual relief, and/or active recreation. This would leave the remaining half of
the land available for roads, pathways, and housing areas.

Where To Locate Open Space
Another consideration is how the open space to be left in its natural state is
oriented with the housing and the external subdivision boundary lines. To be better useful
to wildlife most of the open space needs to be located around the outside of the parcel,
with the housing in the middle. There are a multitude of variations on this theme, of
course, but the primary purpose of such a configuration is to preserve as much
contiguous, undisturbed open-space as possible, both on-site and with adjacent properties.
Fragmentation of wildlife habitat as previously discussed can create separate
islands of vegetation that cannot be traversed by many land-based species; too many
separate patches of open space creates a large length and area of vegetation "edge".
Called edge-effect, too much of it increases the rate of predation (being preyed upon), as
well as increased susceptibility to parasitism for some species (Noss and Cooperrider
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1994), and also alters the microclimate of the wooded area (Noss and Cooperrider 1994,
Blankenship 1996).

Where in the Community
If subdivision parcels are located in areas without much existing vegetation, or
adjacent to land that is without much vegetation, the "creation" of new open-space
through afforestation may not be as appropriate as preserving the contiguous areas of
woodlands and forests that do exist, because wildlife habitat is already established. It may
be important, therefore, to identify areas in the community where the creation of open
space subdivisions would be a requirement, areas that are near perennial streams or rivers,
or areas that are of important environmental, cultural, or aesthetic concern to the entire
community. In Charlton, where almost 80 percent of the community is still forested it
cannot be assumed that these areas will remain this way forever. Appropriate planning
today is the only way to ensure that biological diversity will be minimally preserved for
future generations.

Active Open Space
Active open-space used for common areas, such as play areas, ball fields,
mailboxes, gazebos and gardens, etc. (Jarvis 1993), should be interspersed among the
housing units, to provide pleasant views and community connection points. In a 20 acre
parcel the 10 percent guideline would allow 2 acres to be used in this manner, not a very
large area, but certainly not inconsequential. The average size of a town common/ town
green in New England is two acres (Arendt 1994).

Connection "Elements" Within Subdivisions
Caring for our environment means being part of our environment, and physical
access to nearby woods, streams, parks, and neighbors is what provides us with that
connection. These elements include nature trails, pathways, sidewalks, shoulders and
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roads. Other amenities, such as landscaped garden areas, park benches, gazebos, mailboxkiosks, etc., can also help to provide a "sense of place" within a community (Jarvis 1993).
Having these corridors and "points" of connection is important; having a sense of
human scale among these elements is just as critical. The distances that front doors and

porches are from the street, the width of the road, the location of trees, the walkability of
streets, streetlighting, and particular patterns of clustering homes, as examples, relate to
our sense of appropriate proportion, to what size and distances our connections with our
surroundings and with one another are to be. Some of these connections will now be
explored.

Open Space Access and Nature Trails
Walking through the woods is a favorite pastime for many of us, a way to get back
in touch with nature, to relax, and have some quiet time. Nature is not just someplace
"out there", it not only exists in our own backyards, it should be explored and explorable
(Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Berry 1995, Brower 1995).
wooded open-space in a development,

With the preservation of

connection to this area should be actively

encouraged through findable trail access points, and appropriately marked and useable
nature trails.
Access points should be marked with signage that blends well into the surrounding
area, yet stands out enough to be found; the National Recreation and Park Association
provides a good background on this (Fogg 1990).
For towns that don't have the infrastructure for water mains and fire hydrants, fire
protection ponds, or fire ponds as they are sometimes called offer a good opportunity as
an entry point to a nature trail, as they often will extend back far enough to get to the
preserved open space. Where fire ponds do not exist, appropriately marked easement
paths should be designated, so that people feel comfortable walking through the back
areas of the development.
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Nature trails should also be selectively cleared and marked in accordance with
established guidelines.

As an example, the National Recreation and Park Planning

Guidelines book recommends a cleared path of 4 to 8 feet (Fogg 1990).

Trails should

also be designed to take advantage of any available views, interesting terrain, and
interesting natural features; and they should be adequately marked with signage/markers at
heights visible to most trail users.

Common Areas
It has been recommended previously in this study that about 10 percent of the
open-space area in a subdivision parcel be devoted to active open space. Studies and
experience have shown that home buyers will pay higher prices for homes that look out
onto created open-space such as landscaped commons and golf courses (Arendt 1994).
Volleyball courts, basketball courts, covered mailboxes, playgrounds and picnic/barbecue
areas can also serve as community amenities, connection points and serene vistas which
can be enjoyed and shared by all.
In a conventional subdivision these areas are not normally found, because
maintenance of such common areas (including the streets, drainage, street trees, etc.)
would eventually be turned over to the town, and the townspeople would not want to be
responsible for the added costs involved if they could not derive the benefit of these
amenities. Mentioned previously, home owner associations would be needed to care for
these amenities, since the benefits derived would go chiefly to those that lived in the
development.

Septic Systems
Common absorption fields, known as large scale absorption (LSA) systems should
be considered as the primary design alternative for septic systems in communities (or
individual open-space development projects) that don't have public sewer systems.
Supported now in the Massachusetts Title V Regulations (which covers septic systems),
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they are designed so that individual septic tanks exist for each home, but effluent is
pumped to a large, common area absorption field owned by a homeowner's association.
If LSA's are utilized, the required size of an individual parcel can be reduced

significantly, and the extra area can go to the common absorption field, making a sizable
town common, and adding to the total percentage of open space within the development.
This absorption area (or areas) will come under the responsibility of the home owner
association; its location should be established on the best soils of the subdivision parcel.

Streetscapes, Roadways, and Lot Layouts
Much of our sense of community and our connection to others comes from how
our homes are arranged and related to our streets and to each other. This sense of human
scale and connection has a number of components:
•

The width of the street/road can determine how fast we drive or whether it is
considered a boulevard or shared amenity for walking and playing. Suggested
right of way width is 40 - 50 feet, with a 20-foot wide roadway (Jarvis 1993).

•

Distances from door-step to door-step across the street, or distance from one's
front porch (if there is one) to the edge of the street can determine whether
people get to know their neighbors or whether they remain strangers who
happen to live nearby. Suggested distance of front porch to front porch is 75
feet to 100 feet (Arendt 1994); and front porch to edge of street no more than
30 feet deep. Minimum side yard setbacks need only be 10 to 15 feet wide to
maintain privacy when appropriate landscaping is utilized (Arendt 1994).

•

The intentional establishment of street trees and sidewalks or shoulders as
public areas can determine whether children and adults will comfortably ride or
walk around their developments. Established trees should remain whenever
possible, and shoulders with swales for stormwater drainage will help to
maintain a more rural appearance.
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See the figure below for a sense of these concepts:

Existing trees shouk
be preserved where
possible . New tree
planting is recom mended on
unwooded sites.

Sidewalks are generally
not needed in low-density
situations .

This density can
easily accommodate
open swale sections .

Road can be public
or private.

Source: Site Planning and Design for Great Neighborhoods, by Frederick Jarvis, 1993.

Figure 4-1

Overall Streetscape Concepts

The configuration of houselots in a development can also determine whether a
community is characterless or colorful, isolated or charming.

Multiple configurations

within a development are encouraged to create an interesting juxtaposition of spaces;
these should be tied together with a common element, such as signage or landscaping.
Two common patterns and two creative, space-saving patterns are now covered:
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•

Two of the more common arrangements: double-loaded streets with lots on both
sides; and single-loaded streets with lots facing a common area are shown below:

Double - Loaded

Source: Adapted from Conservation Design for Subdivisions, by Randall Arendt, 1996.

Figure 4-2

•

Single-Loaded + Double-Loaded Streets

Two of the more creative arrangements for cul-de-sacs, one that allows more lots
around it, and one that puts a center island (that can potentially be used as a
common area for an LSA septic absorption system), are shown on the next page:
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(a)

Souroe: Site Planning and Design for Great Neighborhoods, by Frederick Janis, 1993.

Common driveway
apron

8,500 to 10,000 sf
homesite size

Landscaped center
island can be flat or
slightly mounded.
(b)

Souroe: Site Planning and Design for Great Neighborhoods, by Frederick Janis, 1993.

Figure 4-3 (a, b)

Space-Saving Cul-de-Sac Designs with Landscaped Islands
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Synthesis: Steps to Lay Out Open-Space Subdivisions
We have now arrived at the point in the study where all paths converge into the
essence of the matter; where all disparate pieces of the puzzle are put together to discern
the method for dealing with the initial problem. Connection: connection with nature and
connection with others.

Preservation of biodiversity, or at least a serious attempt at

preserving biodiversity; and living more sustainably both with our own habitat and that of
nearby wildlife.
There are two phases to this method: the first, Analysis, takes a look at the context
of the specific subdivision parcel as it compares to off-site and on-site environmental,
ecological, and social values.

Phase two, Design, involves the physical layout of

conservation areas, active open-space, house sites, street alignments and trails, and finally
the house lot lines themselves (Arendt 1996).
Using an adaptation of Ian Mcharg's overlay method (1991) for phase one, we can
determine areas of the site where development is to be avoided, and what areas of the
remaining development should be highlighted, worked around, and/or taken advantage of
to create a pleasant quality of life in the development. This phase has 5 parts:

I. ANALYSIS
•

Analysis of the off-site ecological landscape:

- Is parcel near areas of critical ecological concern (within 200 yards)?
- Is parcel within 200 yards of a perennial stream, river?
- Is parcel within 200 yds.of existing trails, water bodies, cultural areas?
•

Mapping and Analysis of On-Site Unbuildable Areas:

- Location of steep slopes over 25%.
- Location of floodplain.
•

Mapping and Analysis of on-site environmental values:

- Location of best, satisfactory, and poor soil areas for septic systems.
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- Location of any known/potential aquifer areas.
•

Mapping and Analysis of on-site ecological values:

- Location of important/significant wildlife habitats.
- Location of contiguous woodlands/forest.
- Location of prime farmland.
•

Mapping and Analysis of on-site social values:

- Location of any historic, cultural, or archeological features.
- Location of scenic views into/out of the parcel.

Using a composite overlay of the individual layers from phase one as its base map,
phase two involves designing the layout of the subdivision's major elements. Prior to the
following steps, however, we first need to know the actual number of lots that could be
built on the parcel as a conventional subdivision. Known as a "yield plan", this important
document needs to be required of the developer so that the number of lots allowed in the
open-space subdivision is either the same as in the conventional plan, or somewhat higher
as an incentive to provide extra amenities in the project. An incentive bonus could be
adopted, for example, that allows additional housing units so long as the amount of open
space is not less than 50 percent of the parcel. Alternatively, a direct percentage increase
of 10 percent or 20 percent more units could be allowed. Knowing the number of lots we
are aiming for (after having produced a yield plan), the design phase can begin:

II. DESIGN
•

Layout of conservation areas:

Allowing initially for between one-half to two-thirds of the parcel as
conservation area (Arendt 1996), highlight/encircle where the following exist:
1) land nearby adjacent streams, trails;
2) areas of critical ecological concern;
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3) contiguous woodlands;
4) unbuildable land: wetlands, flood plains, steep slopes (over 25 percent);
5) prime farmland;
6) most important views into/out from site; and
7) most important historic, cultural, and archeological features.
See diagram below for an example:

-l

t.t-· -----

l

.u~

• I I I
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Source: Conservation Design f or Subdivisions, by Randall Arendt, 1996.

Figure 4-4

•

Layout of Conservation + Open-Space Areas

Layout of house sites and active open-space areas:

Within the remaining area not set aside for conservation land, the allowable
number of houses should be set up on the better soils, along with selected areas of
active open-space, into an interesting pattern. As many of the houses as possible
should look out onto some open-space from their front yard (Arendt 1994).
Locations for LSA absorption systems, based on soils should be identified, and
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finally, development of some "back acreage" via flag-shaped lots could also be a
consideration (Arendt 1996). This entire process should be attempted at least
twice to allow for a more objective analysis.
See diagram below for an example:

• I I I
Ui-JI-

Source: Conservation Design for Subdivisions, by Randall Armdt, 1996.

Figure 4-5

•

Layout of House Lot Patterns

Layout of street alignments and nature trails:

Next, streets should be laid out in a pattern suggested by the houses,
without excessive use of cul-de-sacs.

Curvilinear roads are more interesting,

talcing advantage of unique or mature trees, scenic views, major rock
outcroppings, stone walls, etc.
Then nature trails should be laid out using the following guidelines: they
should same start and end at the same point, should take advantage of natural
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features and views, should avoid "sameness" throughout, and generally have a loop
length of between one and three miles (Fogg 1990).

--

• I I I
L.J"'1...../"-

Source: Conservation Design for Subdivisions, by Randall Arendt, 1996.

Figure

•

4~

Layout of Streets+ Nature Trails

Layout of house lot lines:

The final step is the establishment of lot lines to achieve the required lot area and
frontage requirements of the subdivision regulations. This step is done last in order to
give more consideration up front to the siting of homes and open-space

areas~

this

emphasis offers a more "organic" subdivision design, depending upon how progressive the
community's subdivision regulations are!
See diagram on the next page for an example.
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Source: Conservation Design for Subdivisions, by Randall Arendt, 1996.

Figure 4-7

Layout of Lot Lines

The result of this entire process should be one or two alternate conservation
subdivision designs, each with a write-up explaining the solution arrived at. In carrying
out the process itself, some elements will clearly be easy to locate on the site, but it is
expected that certain values will be in conflict for the same space. Where alternative
designs produce unresolveable areas of conflict, and this will likely be the case, a decision
will need to be made about what value prevails, perhaps on the basis of the most

practicable use of the land that can preserve the ecology.

Being realistic, however,

sometimes there will not be any reasonable alternatives that can keep the ecology of a
certain portion of a parcel intact.
The concepts explained throughout this chapter will next be incorporated into an
actual project in the town of Charlton, where two open-space design alternatives will be
created for this study. It is the intent of this process to then identify specific areas in
Charlton's current "Flexible Development" regulations that need to be improved upon.
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Proposed Design Requirements: Discussion
If the ultimate outcome of this study is to make changes to the existing Flexible
Development regulations in Charlton (because they currently do not work well to preserve
wildlife habitat, and inadequately connect people with nature or one another), it follows
that the current requirements must be suspect. Starting off on a positive note, Charlton's
40 foot right-of-way (and 20 foot wide pavement area) requirements is reasonably
progressive in minimizing impervious surfaces.
Studying rural design development standards a la Arendt, Yaro et. al, and Jarvis,
however, makes it apparent that Charlton's cookie-cutter standards of lot frontage and lot
area makes for cookie-cutter developments. Clearly one frontage size should not fit all
lots, especially lots in cul-de-sacs or loop areas (refer to Figures 4-3 and 4-4 in this
study);

nor should lot area requirements be the same under different sewer design

arrangements: public sewer, on-site septic, or common (LSA) systems.
In order to conserve 50 percent of land as open space, lot sizes would need to be
reduced by at least 50 percent to accomplish this objective; this would mean a new
minimum lot size of 30,000 square feet for houses in the Agricultural zone. An additional
consideration should be made regarding the provision of amenities such as nature trails
and common open space, mailbox areas, gazebos, etc.; these items cost extra to the
developer, and compensation needs to be provided so that a legal takings challenge is not
forthcoming. This compensation can be made by the allowance of additional house lots
over and above the number of lots allowed via conventional subdivision standards. These
incentive lots could perhaps be smaller in size, 20,000 square feet for example, provided
that they are clustered around a common septic system.
Frontage requirements could be altered to allow for variations based on lot
location, as long as some minimum lot width existed at the front setback line.

For

example, with a requirement of having a front setback range of 20-30 feet , lot width
would need to be a minimum of 80 feet in that range area, with minimum side setbacks of
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10 feet.

On a cul-de-sac, as an example, this would allow for a house 60 feet wide (a 40

foot wide main structure with a 20 foot wide garage could fit in this space, more than
adequate for a 3-bedroom home).

As can be seen in Figure 4-8, this performance

standard around a cul-de-sac would allow frontage for lots 2, 3, 4 and 5 to be 50 feet
when the cul-de-sac is laid out as shown. When the cul-de-sac is 100 feet in diameter, this
creates enough room for 6 lots, and allows a green space to be left in the middle.

o:
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Figure 4-8
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Proposed Cul-de-Sac Design Requirements

Basic Design Requirements
Some basic design requirements are now proposed for a more progressive
approach to open-space subdivisions in Charlton. These requirements are highlighted in
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Figure 4-9. In terms of other considerations within the scope of this study, subdivisions
with over six homes are required by the Town's subdivision regulations to have "fire
ponds", filled with stormwater runoff, and utilized as a water source during a fire. This
will be a requirement for this design project, but other technical considerations, such as
stormwater detention basins, drainage issues, etc., will not be part of the project's design
requirements.
Figure 4-9
PROPOSED

CHARLTON OPEN-SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Lots with Individual
Reguirement
Se~tic S~stems
Minimum required lot
30,000 .ft.
size
Minimum natural &
50%
active o n s ace
j Road right of way total
width/ aved width
40 ft./20 ft.
Minimum cul-de-sac 100 ft.square (100 ft.diam/20 ft.
dimensions
wide road
Minimum frontage on
cul-de-sac
75 ft.
Minimum frontage all
other lots
100 ft.
I Required front setback I
20 ft. - 30 ft.
I
(within range)
I
Minimum
lot
width
I
requirement at front
setback
line _tall lot~
100 ft.
l
Required side yard
setbacks
15 ft.
I Fire Pond Required
Yes
~over 6 lots}

l

Lots with Common (LSA)
Se~tic S~stems

20,000

.ft.

same
same
same
50 ft.
80 ft.
20 ft. - 40 ft .

80 ft.
10 ft.
same

In the next chapter, the foregoing concepts and ideas will be utilized for an ongoing open-space subdivision project in Charlton, Schofield Heights.
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Proposed Open-Space Design:

Schofield Heights
Background
Originally submitted as a conventional subdivision design in 1987, the plan was
denied approval by the Planning Board on the grounds that the lots, as designed, did not
conform to the dimensions recently approved with the new zoning bylaw (the date of that
Special Town Meeting, April 4, 1987 is when Charlton formally adopted zoning).
The Charlton-Oxford border runs north-south through most of the parcel's eastern
section. The small portion of the parcel that lies in Oxford varies in width from 30 feet to
600 feet wide in places, and the fact that the site straddles the two towns has been an
additional problem in terms of access into the site.
In 1988, the developers got approval from the town of Oxford to subdivide 3 lots
of this parcel with a new road off of Conlin Road, all of which lie in Oxford. In 1991,
when the developer came to the Charlton Planning Board with a revised subdivision plan,
it was again denied; this time on the basis of accessing a Charlton development through
another town. The developer sued the Planning Board, but the Board's decision was
upheld by the court; no appeal was made.
More recently, in June of 1997 the developer came back to the Planning Board to
see if they could try again with a new plan, and the Board was willing to look at their new
plan after it was worked on, and suggested they work with the Town Planner in making it.
This study is part of this process.

Overview of Site Environs
Located near the southeast comer of Charlton, directly on the Oxford town line
(see Figure 5-1), the proposed site consists of nearly 104 acres of land area, some of
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which abuts Buffi.unville Lake, a prominent state park recreation area, featuring
swimming, picnicking, boating, and walking trails.

Very broadly, the site is rectangular

in shape, the long sides oriented north/south with Conlin Road just off the east boundary,
and Buffumville Lake just off the west boundary (see Figure 5-2). Between Conlin Road
and the lake, which is a distance of about 1800 feet, the site elevation goes down from 685
feet (above sea level) to 529 feet, a total drop of 156 feet. Using a calculation for slope
((rise + run) x 100) this equates to the natural slope of the site being equal to 8.67
percent, a moderate slope (Marsh 1991).
Looking still at Figure 2, most of the project site and surrounding area is still
heavily wooded/forested, and limited in the extent of development. Looking around the
perimeter of the site we have Conlin Road and existing houselots to the east, Oxford Road
and existing homes to the South, Turner Road and some houselots to the North, and to
the west is the water and grounds of Buffumville Lake and recreation area. Just north of
Buffumville Lake is a stream called Little River, which is considered an estimated habitat
area for some rare wildlife. Located further away in the northwest section is a hiking trail
known as the Mid-State Trail, which appears to end at the electric power lines near
Putnam Hill.

Analysis Phase
Taking this brief introduction further, other natural and cultural features either
surrounding the project site (see Figure 5-2) or on the site itself (see Figure 5-5) should
be researched and analyzed for any synergy that might be exploited for the benefit of
creating open-space developments that connect people to nature and one another and for
these analyses). Various maps will be needed for this research, and are available for this
study in Appendix 'C'. Likewise, a wildlife corridor analysis needs to be conducted to
identify areas on-site and within 200 meters (Desbonnet et al, 1994) that have potential as
protected habitat corridors (see Figure 5-3).
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It is clear after looking at the project site through these three analysis "lenses"
that the western portion of the parcel should be left in its natural state as contiguous open
space, serving as a wildlife corridor for the Little River, which runs north and south.
Additional synergy might be gained by tying into the Mid-State Trail, and by keeping
intact the stone wall that runs east to west at the northern end of the site.

Design Phase
Four broad goals are sought with this project: to conserve a contiguous wildlife
corridor both on-site and with adjacent parcels; to re-connect people with their natural
surroundings; to re-connect people with one another; and to have a financially feasible
design. It is felt that this last goal needs to come at the end of the process, and not,
however, drive it from the very beginning. A fifth goal for the purposes of this project is
to take a look at designing housing clustered around common septic fields, to see what it
might look like, and whether having such a design could help achieve some of the other
goals as well.
The design phase starts with seeing how many units can be built using the existing
subdivision and zoning standards for this area in Charlton. The basic design guidelines for
a conventional subdivision in this part of Charlton, which is in the Agricultural zoning
district, is minimum 60,000 sq.ft. lots, each having 175 feet of frontage, minimum. The
standard width for a subdivision road in Charlton is 35 ft., in a road right-of-way that is 60
feet wide. Utilizing these guidelines, fifty lots can be created, each having a minimum
portion of upland area of 40,000 sq.ft. (see Figure 5-7) An additional lot is made
available for the creation of a fire pond, which is required in subdivisions of over six
homes. Charlton's existing Flexible Development regulations allow for an additional I 0
percent bonus of houses, as long as the minimum amount of open space remains. Keeping
this bonus provision would allow an extra five houses to be built for the Schofield Heights
project, for a new total of fifty-five. An important difference from the existing regulations,
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however, is that the minimum open-space goal for this project is now 50 percent of the
original parcel, instead of twenty-five percent.
Having conducted analyses of on-site and nearby natural and cultural resources, as
well as a wildlife corridor analysis, the next step involves the selection of conservation
areas. Since the analyses have pointed to preserving the western portion of the project
site, a first choice is to select a contiguous area immediately around the on-site wetlands
(see Figure 5-8). This area becomes a starting point for "Scheme 'A'". Scheme 'B', starts
off the same, but widens up at the middle, providing for a deeper wildlife corridor area.
These two schemes form the new project limits for the soon to be altered landscape.
The design philosophy of Scheme 'A' is to design a condensed version of a
conventional subdivision, but to have most of the houses facing some form of open-space.
A recent survey, as a matter of fact, has shown that given a choice, most people prefer
having their homes face towards an open-space areas (Arendt 1996). Scheme 'B' looks at
clustering a significant portion of homes in an intimate scale around a common septic
system area, which also serves as active open-space for these homes. It is hoped that this
design would ultimately lead to a greater percentage of open-space left undisturbed.
Using the design standards put forward earlier in Figure 4-10, schematic designs
for the layout of houses, "created" open-space, roads and trails are then created for the
developable areas in each scheme, pitting the "efficient" allocation of space against the
"relation" of structures to nature and people. Scheme 'A' creates a "town common" area,
on which ten homes face directly, and attempts to face as many remaining homes as
possible towards open-space, with all lots containing a minimum area of 30,000 sq.ft ..
Most of the stone wall running east-to-west towards the northern portion of the site is
retained where possible, retaining a bit of the site's heritage. Additionally, a small openspace area to the east could serve as a common mailbox area; and directly across the
street, where the trail begins, could also be made into a picnic area and/or a playground
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(see Figure 5-9). These common areas are reachable by a sidewalk located on one side of
the subdivision's main roads. The final design for Scheme 'A' is shown in Figure 5-10.
Looking at the schematic in Figure 5-11 , scheme 'B' is oriented around several
clusters of small neighborhoods. Five such neighborhoods consist of six (6) 20,000 sq.ft .
lots clustered around a common open space used for the septic system and an extra
reserve area (see Appendix 'D' for more detailed septic design). These common areas
can be used as play areas, and can be landscaped with small plantings of flowers and
shrubs, and in the case of the extra reserve area, could be planted with trees. Having this
common area for the septic system allows individual houselot sizes to be reduced to
20,000 sq.ft ., giving the cluster more of a New England village scale, where neighbors get
to see and talk with one another more often, allowing a deeper level of community to
occur.

A common mailbox area, picnic area, and playground are provided near the

trailhead, and can be reached via a sidewalk located on one side of the two main roads
(see Figure 5-12 for Scheme 'B's final proposed design). These amenities could be initially
provided by the project developer, or perhaps afterwards by the homeowners' association,
which ultimately becomes responsible for the maintenance and improvements of common
areas.
These two designs offer different approaches to preserving a large portion of
open-space, while at the same time connecting people to that open-space and to each
other. Scheme 'A' looks at tying the whole subdivision together around the common green
area; Scheme 'B' takes the smaller group approach, while bringing everyone together at a
common node (the mailbox/picnic/trailhead area). In the next chapter we will take a look
at the results of these designs, and whether they met the primary goals set forth for them
earlier.

Recommendations for changes to Charlton's existing Flexible Development

regulations and design standards will also be made.
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Ch. 6

Findings and Recommended Changes
The results of the proposed designs can be reviewed quantitatively and
qualitatively. First, we shall look at the values that can be measured, such as acreage of
land used for house lots, open space, and roads; secondly we will review the quality of the
spaces that have been created with the designs.
A quantitative comparison can be seen in Figure 6-1, which predictably shows that
road area and road length are significantly lower with schemes 'A' and 'B' than with the
conventional subdivision design, which saves significant costs for the developer.

A

primary objective is met with the total percentage of open-space in both schemes 'A' and
'B' coming out above 50 percent for each. Surprisingly, Scheme 'B', which has 29 smaller,

20,000 square foot lots, actually saves slightly less open-space than scheme 'A', though it
leaves about 3 acres more land in an undisturbed state than does Scheme 'A'.
Qualitative assessment of the two proposed schemes was accomplished by asking
local real estate, engineering, and development professionals, along with local officials to
review the designs and then to fill out a short questionnaire with their reactions. These
comments can be seen in Appendix 'E'.
Overall, the main comments related to the open space available on-site, and to the
length of roadways in each of the schemes. The amount and perceived quality of the open
space generally received positive comments, while the length of roadway generally drew
incredulous comments. Following this up with one of the respondents, a real estate
broker, I learned that many developers want to have homes on both sides of the road in
order to justify its cost (and that he actually had only looked at the design instead of
reading the chart identical to figure 6-1 which had been provided for his review).
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Perhaps the others had just eyeballed the designs as well and assumed from past
experience that roadways with homes on only one side would not be feasible. This is
important because education for the development community might be needed to show
that facing open space can create higher-valued properties (Arendt 1996), and though
those properties are on just one side of the road, they are cost efficient. In both scheme
'A' and scheme 'B', road length is about one thousand feet less than in the conventional
development, as well as requiring significantly less paving material due to narrower width
requirements.
Figure 6-1

Schofield Heights:

Comparison of Design Approaches
Conventional
Design

Scheme A

Scheme B

103.9 acres

103.9 acres

103.9 acres

50 lots

55 lots

55 lots

Total Acreage Taken by Lots

87.93 acJ.84.5%1

44.41 ac (42.7_N

45.99 ac J44.2%1

Total Acreage for Right-of-Way

10.58 acJ_10.2%1

6.43 ac (6.2%1

5.49 ac J_5.3%1

5.48 ac (5.3%1

53.15 ac J_51.1o/ol

52.51 ac (50.5%1

6.48 ac (6.3%)

46.0B ac 1_43.4%1.

48.12 ac _(46.3%)

Oac

B.07 ac (7.B%)

4.39 ac _(4.2%}

Total Linear Feet of Roads

7,850 ft

6,990 ft

6,790 ft.

Total Paved Acrecige of Road Area

6.17 ac*

3.86 ac-

3.29 ac-

Le'!9!_h of Trail Area

None

.91 miles

1.0 miles

Other Suaaested Amenities

None

Mallroom Gazebo

Mallroom Gazebo

Criterion
Parcel Acreage
Number of House Lots

Total Acreage of Open-Space

Natural Undisturbed Open Space
Created Open Space

Notes:

• = based on pavement width of 35 ft .

•• =based on pavement width of 24 ft.
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Some concern was also expressed regarding private ownership versus common
ownership of areas such as open space and septic leachfields. And when asked if Charlton
should consider allowing 20,000 square foot lots as long as they were attached to
common septic systems, the response was split evenly, with half of the respondents saying
yes, and half no. Clearly there are some questions that need to be answered before moving
ahead with common septic leaching areas.
Encouragingly, most of the respondents thought that given the results, that the
extra design work involved with this project was worth the effort; and surprisingly they
considered the 10 percent bonus for the project adequate to compensate for the extra
design work and trails.

Something of a surprise, however, were the number of

respondents who were unsure of the marketability of the two design schemes; which could
have to do with inadequate information provided to them, or perhaps the uncertainty that
comes with less-familiar designs. This last point, coupled with the concerns expressed
about single-loaded roads, points to further research on the local level as to whether
additional work with the development community would help increase awareness of the
benefits of open-space subdivision designs.

Recommendations
Recommendations for improving Charlton's current "Flexible Development"
regulations fall into four categories: changes in terminology; changes in locational
requirements; changes in the workings of the design process; and changes in design and
performance requirements. These changes would bring the town closer to its goal of
preserving open space, and move the community forward in making more village-scaled
subdivisions, as well as preserving useable wildlife habitat in the name of biodiversity.

Changes in Terminology
To begin, the term "flexible-development" does not adequately (nor succinctly)
identify what this special type of subdivision is all about; what is "flexible" anyway, and
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why should any developer be interested in pursuing this approach?

A typical alternative

would be "cluster development" , but this would actually be a worse title, as it tends to
connote expanses of multi-family housing projects. This immediately (and erroneously)
gets people concerned about their property values. A better term to call this option would
be "Open-Space Development", which connotes country living as well as environmental
sensitivity, a much more potent concept than is conjured up by "flexible-development".

Changes in Locational Requirements
Second, order to preserve habitat corridors around existing perennial streams and
other ecologically sensitive areas, Open Space Development should be required in areas so
designated on an overlay map, and optional in non-overlay residential areas.

Changes in the Design Process
Third, in the category of design process changes, it is recommended that the
Charlton planning, conservation, health and engineering staff be involved (in an advisory
basis) in the role of providing education and design assistance to the development
community regarding open-space subdivisions.

If the development community is to

welcome this alternative, then the rewards have to be worth the perceived risks involved
with going with a non-conventional design. Research may need to be done to show that
open-space designs are marketable, and various maps should be provided so that the
developer can undertaker the extra analyses involved with this approach. Staff help will
also likely be needed with identification and preservation of wildlife habitats and corridors,
both on-site and at the town level as well.

That staff are already busy with other

responsibilities is a given, but if better subdivision designs and deeper concerns about the
environment are to become a reality, it is a responsibility of those with the knowledge to
be part of the solution.

Changes in Design and Performance Requirements
Fourth, changes will need to be made in Charlton's zorung and subdivision
regulations in order to proactively effect the preservation of open space for wildlife
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habitat, and to encourage the development community to use Flexible Development (now
proposed to be "Open-Space Development") more often.
Referring to Appendix 'A',

Charlton's Flexible Development Bylaw currently

contains six sections: Purpose; Applicability; Standards; Open Space; Procedure; and
Definitions. The following changes are recommended:
Section 5. 7.1 (Purpose):

Should be changed to include the permanent preservation of contiguous
open space for human enjoyment and to help sustain biological diversity.
Section 5. 7.2 (Applicability):

Should be changed to include the encouragement of creating wildlife
habitat corridors.
Section 5. 7.3 (Standards):

-5. 7 .3.1 (Dimensional):
•

Change minimum lot size to 30,000 sq.ft . in Agricultural District.

•

Allow lots in R-40 zones to go to 20,000 sq.ft . if connected to a
sewer system.

•

Allow minimum frontage on cul-de-sac lots to be 50 feet as long as
minimum lot width of 80 feet exists at the building setback line.

•

Require a minimum building setback line of 20 feet and a maximum
setback of30 feet in Open-Space Developments.

•

Allow lot frontage (up to 6 lots contiguously) on "common lanes",
provided that each end of a lane intersects a public way, and further
provided that each lane is maintained by a homeowner's association.

-5 .7.3.2 (Clustering Requirement):
Existing wording is confusing, and should be substituted with a
statement

that

creative

groupmgs

of

houselots

into

small

neighborhoods are to be considered where they are practical, and some
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examples of these groupings should be provided to encourage their
usage.
-5 .7.3.3 (Access Requirement):
Current wording is confusing, and should be changed to require access
to open space area at readily identifiable areas (marked with signage if
need be).
-5 .7.3.4 (Open Space Requirement):
•

Percentage of open space should be changed to between 40 percent
and 50 percent, depending on whether proposed subdivision is in
Open Space Overlay District.

•

Add clause about "wherever practical, open space shall be
contiguous to other protected open space and/or bodies of water" .

•

Open space developments in the Open Space Overlay District
should be required to have contiguous open space areas, and should
also have Town of Charlton staff assistance during the design
process, for appropriate consideration of wildlife corridors.

-5 .7.3.5 (Bonus Allowance)
Should be changed so that in the Overlay District, the maximum bonus
percentage would be 10 percent more developable lots, as long as the
remaining open space was a minimum of 50 percent. In areas where
open space development is optional, the developer should be allowed
to have of bonus of up to 20 percent more lots, as long as the total
percentage of open space does not fall below 40 percent of the original
parcel, and as long as additional amenities are provided, such as stone
walls, mail-rooms, playgrounds, etc.
[This "incentive" open space development option could have the added
benefit initially of encouraging residential development away from
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established wildlife corridor areas until much later in Charlton's buildout process]
Section 5. 7.4 (Open Space) :

No changes are recommended.
Section 5. 7.5 (Procedure) :

Should be changed to require that a conventional development "yield plan"
of the parcel be drawn (with all buildable lots containing a minimum of
two-thirds upland), so that the "base" number oflots to be proposed can be
determined.
Section 5. 7. 6 (Definitions):

Should provide definition for "Open Space Development".

Additionally, sidewalks in Open Space Developments should be required to
provide access to the common open space areas for as many dwellings as practical.
Lastly, Charlton's Subdivision Regulations should be changed to add a separate section for
Open Space Development, so that requirements for this type of design can be understood
as a whole.
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Conclusion
This study has provided a deeper understanding of the inter-connectedness and
inter-dependencies between humanity, wildlife, and the natural environment. It has also
shown that the greatest obstacle to our understanding and acceptance of these interdependencies is our anthropocentric frame of reference. That ultimately humans depend
on the environment to survive is known intellectually, but that knowledge is cold comfort
when we think about how well this concept is accepted economically and politically. The
answers to the conundrum of humans and the environment lie either in physical-ethical
constructs such as sustainability and carrying capacity,

or in the major collapse of

ecosystems and species extinction.
The preservation of contiguous open space in support of biodiversity is a valuable
undertaking. Wildlife species are a necessary part of our ecosystems, representing the
living library of the planet's genetic heritage. It cannot be assumed that wildlife corridors
will continuously exist as we develop further and further into remaining open land,
fragmenting habitat and weakening long-term species viability. We need to be proactive
about preserving biodiversity, and this study has offered a basis for accomplishing this at
the local level.
The regional (landscape) level is the most appropriate level in conservation biology
for preserving biodiversity, but today in Massachusetts that level of planning does not yet
exist. This is due to practical reasons (accurate data isn't available) as well as political
reasons (because each community in Massachusetts is a small kingdom unto itself, and
doesn't have to preserve areas it doesn't want to). One possible solution in the interim is
for municipalities within bioregions to work together on their own to identify wildlife
corridors, and to then individually craft development bylaws that collectively will protect
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these areas for the future. As identified in this study, local community staff support should
be used to identify areas where open space development is mandatory for subdivision
development, and should be involved in the design of these projects in order that
preservation of useable wildlife corridors can be accomplished.
As was shown in the Schofield Heights design project, contiguous areas of open
space can be preserved in a way that is sensitive to the protection of wildlife habitat, and
at the same time provide people living in this community with tangible connections and
use of that open space. Connections of people with one another could be improved upon
as well by reducing lot widths, lot areas, and front building setbacks to a more village-like
scale, while at the same time meeting septic system requirements.
That all these "connections" need to be made deliberately has provided the most
important learning of this project. People have always intervened in natural processes, and
this study has been a small testament that we must continue doing so. Because we are
capable of altering the environment on a massive scale, however, we now need to
approach nature as stewards of its future, in order to be sustained. May our timing be
good.
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Appendix A

Charlton's Existing Flexible Development Bylaw
5.7

Flexible Development

5.7.1

Purpose

The purpose of the flexible development option is to provide for the
most efficient use of services and infrastructure, to maintain the
Town's traditional New England rural character and land use patterns and
to encourage the permanent preservation of open space.
5.7.2

Applicability

Flexible development shall be permitted on parcels of ten (10) acres or
more in A, R-40 and R-SE districts upon the issuance of a Special Permit
for Flexible Development from the Planning Board upon a finding that the
proposed flexible development will be superior to a conventional
subdivision plan in: allowing for greater flexibility and creativity in
the design of residential developments; encouraging the permanent
preservation of open space, agricultural land, forests and woodland,
historic
or
archaeological
sites,
or
other
natural
resources;
maintaining the Town's traditional New England rural character and land
use patterns in which small villages contrast with open spaces, farmland
and forests; preserving scenic vistas; providing for the most efficient
use of municipal and other services; preserving unique and significant
natural, historical and archaeological resources; and encouraging a less
sprawling form of development, but not to the extent that such
development will visually and environmentally overwhelm the land.
5.7.3

Standards

5.7.3.1
Building lots within flexible developments shall conform
to the following standards:
Zoning
Dist.i::i~t

A
R-40
R-SE

Min. Lot
Area
(SQ,

ft,}

45,000
30,000
30,000 1

Max.
Building

Setba.~k

E.t:QDta.g:e

E.t:QDt

100'
100'
100'

30'
30'
30'

Side
15'
15'
15'

Bea..t: CQY:e.t:a.g:e
30'
15'
15'

30 %
30 %
30 %

1 Building

lots may contain 20, 000 square feet if connected to a
sewer system.

5,7,3.2
The lots within the flexible development used for
residential structures shall be grouped, where each lot shall be
contiguous.
Every group shall be separated from every other group
within any flexible development by a distance determined by the
Planning Board.
5,7,3,3 A strip of permanently restricted open space, the width of
which shall be at the discretion of the Planning Board, shall be
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provided between every group and the exterior property lines of the
flexible development parcel.
5. 7. 3. 4
A minimum of 25 % of the land area in the flexible
development shall be permanently restricted open space and shall be
suitable for recreational, agricultural or cultural uses.
The
Planning Board may require that at least fifty (50) percent of the
permanently restricted open space shall be free from wetlands as
defined in the Wetlands Protection Act.
However, such open space
may contain more than 50 % wetlands if the additional open space
consists of bodies of water.
5.7.3.5 The number of building lots proposed may exceed the number
that would normally be allowed by a conventional subdivision plan
in full conformance with zoning, subdivision regulations, health
codes, wetlands bylaws and other applicable requirements by 10 % if
the Planning Board finds that the character of the surrounding area
would not be adversely affected thereby and that all other
requirements of this section are met.
5. 7. 3. 6
No lot shown on an approved flexible development plan
shall be further subdivided and the plan shall be so noted.
Relocation of lot lines, street layout and open space layout may be
allowed after approval, provided that no increase in the number of
building lots results thereby and provided further that approval of
the Planning Board is given.
If the Board determines that a
proposed revision constitutes a substantial change, a public
hearing shall be held at the expense of the applicant.
5.7.3.7 Streets constructed within the flexible development shall
conform to the applicable requirements of the Rules and Regulations
Governing the Subdivision of Land.
5.7.4

Open Space
5. 7. 4. 1
The open space to be
conveyed to one of the following:

permanently

restricted

shall

be

a. The Town of Charlton for conservation, recreation, agricultural
or park purposes if accepted by a Town Meeting;
b.
A non-profit
organization the principal purpose of which is the conservation of
open space;
c. A corporation or trust owned or to be owned by the
owners
of
lots
or
residential
uni ts
within
the
flexible
development.
The Board may also require that scenic, conservation or historic
easements be deeded to the Town or other non-profit
organization.
5.7.4.2 The special permit shall state any restrictions on the use
of the open space. Where such land is not conveyed to the Town, it
shall be covered by a restriction, enforceable by the Town or a
non-profit organization, running with the land, which provides that
such land shall be used only for the purposes specified in the
special permit.
Such restrictions may provide easements for
underground utilities but they shall not permit
wells or septic
systems upon the land.
The open space may not be developed for
uses accessory to the residential use such as parking or roadways.
Wherever practical, the open space shall be contiguous to other
protected open space or bodies of water.
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5.7.4.3 If the open space subject to the restrictions established
by the special permit is to be owned by a corporation or trust in
accordance with 5.7.4.l c., maintenance of the common land shall be
permanently guaranteed through the establishment of an incorporated
homeowners association which provides for mandatory membership by
the lot or unit owners, assessments for maintenance expenses, a
general liability insurance policy covering the open space, and a
lien in favor of the Town of Charlton in the event of the lack of
maintenance.
The terms of the lien shall provide that the Town
may, if it determines that required maintenance has not been
accomplished as required by the conditions of the special permit,
perform the required maintenance and assess the members of the
corporation or trust, or the corporation or trust itself, for the
cost of such maintenance.
Copies of the documents creating the
corporation or trust of the general liability insurance policy ,
and of the lien, shall be submitted to the Planning Board for
review and shall be recorded in the Registry of Deeds , in the form
and with content as approved by the Planning Board, as a condition
of the special permit.
5. 7. 4. 4
The open space shall not be leased, sold or used for
purposes other than those authorized by the special permit.
Any
proposed change to the use of the open space shall be approved by a
majority of the Planning Board present and voting, provided that:
the proposed use is consistent with the intent of this Section, and
it will not adversely impact abutters and the use of surrounding
open space by bright lights, noise or other nuisances.
The Board
may impose conditions on such proposed uses.
5.7.5

Procedure

5. 7. 5 .1
A pre-application meeting with the Planning Board and
other relevant Boards for review and discussion of a preliminary or
conceptual plan is recommended prior to a formal submission of an
application for a special permit.
Preliminary sketches of a
flexible development plan and a conventional subdivision plan are
encouraged to be submitted.
5. 7. 5. 2
No application shall be deemed complete, nor shall any
action be taken, until all required materials have been submitted.
Plans and other submission materials conforming to the Planning
Board's adopted "Procedures for Applications for a Special Penni t
for Flexible Development", as filed with the Town Clerk, shall be
submitted to the Planning Board and Town Clerk as required by such
Procedures.
5.7.5.3
The Planning Board shall, within fifteen (15) days of
submission, distribute one (1) copy of the submission materials
each to the Conservation Commission, Board of Health, Sewer
Commission, Building Inspector,
Fire Department and Board of
Selectmen for review and comment.
The Planning Board shall not
take final action on the plan within thirty-five (35) days of such
distribution unless such comments are sooner received.
5. 7. 5. 4
The Planning Board shall hold a public hearing and make
its decision in accordance with applicable provisions of M.G.L.
Ch. 40A unless otherwise required by Massachusetts law; the Board
shall hold a public hearing within sixty-five ( 65) days of the
filing of the application with the Town Clerk; the Board shall file
its decision with the Town Clerk within ninety (90) days following
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the date of the public hearing; and the granting of a special
permit shall require a four-fifths (4/5) vote of the Planning
Board.
The cost of advertising the hearing and notification of
abutters shall be borne solely by the applicant.
The time limits
hereunder may be extended by written agreement between the
petitioner and the Planning Board and any such agreement shall be
filed with the Town Clerk.
5.7.5.5 The granting of a Special Permit for Flexible Development
shall not be construed as definitive subdivision approval under the
Subdivision Control Law.
The approval of a definitive subdivision
plan showing a flexible development shall not be construed as the
granting of a special permit.
However,
the applicants are
encouraged to request a simultaneous public hearing for both plans,
if required.
5. 7. 5. 6
The special permit shall not be valid
until recorded in the Registry of Deeds and no work may commence
until evidence of such recording has been received by the Planning
Board and the Building Inspector.
Such recording shall be the
responsibility of the petitioner.
5.7.6

Definitions

The following terms shall have the following meanings for the purposes
of this Section:
Flexible Development:
A residential development in which single
family dwelling units are clustered together into one or more
groups on the lot and the groups are separated from each other and
adjacent properties by permanently protected open space.
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More Infonnation About the Quinebaug & French River Basins
Source: Bickford, WE md U.J. Dymoo, eds. 1990. An Atlm of Mtu1aclnuetts River Sy1tems:
Environmental Dettgntfor the Future. Amicnt, MA: Univ. ofMassachusdt.s Press, pp. 48-9.

Quinebaug & French
River Basins

River Basin:
Quinebaug and French

ti

l

Total Drainage Area: 1,•1• 1q. mL
Drainage Area In MA: 2' 1 1q. mL
Source of River:
Quinebaug: broob In western .
Brimfield and Wales
French: ponds of Leicester and
Spencer
Mouth of River:
Quinebaug: Thames River
French: Thames River
T~tal River Length:
Quinebaug: 6' mL
French: 20.6 mL
River Length In MA:
Quinebaug: 18.7 mL
French: lU mL
Major Tributaries: c.ady Brook,
Llttle River, Mill Brook
Aaes of Ponds, Laltes, Reservolis:

The Quinebaug River and the French River are both tributaries of the Thames River,
which they join in the state ofConnecticut. For their size, these river basins have many
acres of lakes and ponds. The most notable lake is on the French River. It's one of the
largest natural lakes in the state and has the longest name as well: La.Ice Qiar.
goggagoggmanchaugagoggchaubunagungamuagg (to the native Americans it means
wyou fJshon youraidewe fish on our aide and nobody &hes in the middle. '1 Today it i.s
known as Webster Laite. The basin'• terrain has many hills aesting above 1,000 feet,
but its geology i.s not particularly unusual Therefore, the watershed does not harbor
many rare species of plants or animals.
Both rivers were altered by federal flood control dams after major floods in 19n.
Water quality problems exist due to previous and current industrial discharges and
because of low flows and sedimentation in the impoundments. Major projects are
now in progress to remedy these problems. The Quinebaug, which is stocked with
brook, brown and rainbow trout, offers good sport fishing. The French offers pleasant, winding, slow waters, and particularly lovely scenery when fall color decorates
the banks.
Both rivers were the sites of factories and mills during the early 1800's. Sturbridge
Village, the historic reconstruction of the period, demonstrates several water
powered mills which still use water from the Quinebaug today.

,,999

$
1.

i
i

Hydropower Facilities:
Quinebaug: 2; 168 kw
French: 1; 200 kw
Wastewater Discharges:
MunlcipU Treatment Plan~
Quinebaug 3; French 2
Features: Webster Laite, Brimfield
State Forest, Old Sturbridge
Village, Westville Laite, East
Brimfield Laite, Hodges Vlllage
Dam, Buffumville Laite

. Rare Species:

,_

River in autumn

Plants: autumn coral root, purple
clematis
... . ,,

Whitetail deer

:,,p:-~
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Schofield Heights - Analysis Phase Maps
Mapl

Aerial Photograph of Project Area

Map2

USGS Quad Map of Project Area

Map3

Available Groundwater

Map4

Flood Plains in Charlton

Map5

Charlton Soil Limitations Map

Map6

Estimated Rare Wildlife Habitats in Charlton

Map7

Charlton Agricultural Land

Map8

Designated Scenic Areas in Charlton

Map9

Characteristic Charlton Geological Features

Map 10

Charlton Cultural, Archaeological, + Historic Areas

Map 11

Configuration of Parcels Surrounding Project Area
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Aerial Photograph of Project Area
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Appendix D

Large-Scale Absorption System Design
A. Calculations:
I. Given:
1) # dwellings in cluster = 6
2) #bedrooms per dwelling= 3
3) total# bedrooms= 18
4) trash disposal units are used
5) gal/day/bedrm = 110 gpd
6) total gpd = 18 x 110 = 1,980
7) absorption standard= .33 gal/hr (due to very poor soils)
8) square feet of absorption area per linear ft.of 24" wide trench= 6 sq.ft
9) maximum length available for each trench = 100 ft.
10) total absorption area per trench= 600 sq.ft .
11) maximum width available for absorption field = 180 ft .
12) total number of possible trenches (spaced 6 ft.apart, edge to edge)= 22

II. Required square feet of trench (per dwelling unit):
sq.ft. of trench per unit

factor in trash disposal

=

=

total gpd per unit-+- absorption standard
330
.33
1, 000 sq.ft trench

=

1,000 x 1.5 = 1,500 sq.ft./dwelling unit

III. Number of trenches required (per dwelling unit):
number of trenches

=
=

1,500 sq.ft -+- 600 sq.ft./ trench
2.5 trenches = 3 trenches (rounded up)

IV. Number of trenches required for all dwelling units:
number of trenches

=

6 dwellings x 3 trenches
18 trenches
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V. Total width needed for all absorption trenches:
total width

(18 x 2 ft)+ (18 x 6 ft) + (6 ft)
36 ft.
+ 108 ft. + 6 ft.
150 ft.

=

=
=

VI. Total area needed for all absorption trenches:
total area

150 ft. x 100 ft.
15,000 sq. ft.

=
=

B. Absorption Field Design:

I. Overall Concept:
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II. Disposal Area Detail:
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Appendix E
Schofield Heights Design Feedback Forms
Sequence#

Respondent

0011

Developer 1

0022

Developer 2

0033

Real Estate Agent

0044

Land Surveyor

0055

Professional Engineer

0066

Town Conservation Agent

0077

Town Health Agent

0088

Town Engineer

0099

Developer 3
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Feedback Form# 0011
Q:?l I
Master's Degree 71ie.sts Project of Bf'llce Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet

,_......,.a..tr.a..................
....-...w1111
..... ............... - ..............
..._._ ... .._,_._. • ._. .... _._.___,..,,....,,OdJl,1"7.

Bacqroaad ud Imtructiom:

•

n.....i-s-.--ilpo1ttlmy_.... ...............
~

wildliiL

Flaillle ............

4Jf...... llnd; Fraiklill, MA
020JI). v--•,_woa ~- ............... a.dm'I ................. 'Ill-* ,w bpofticiplliqill laia
pnijaJ
~....._,

l) Ghat wlaat JOll'w rad/_. la tlae CDdoled docluDalU. wlaat are ,_,. Oftnll oplalom el Dalp Scheme "A" !
(check two)
I 1t ldcquaieJy meets all ofthe goals identified for the prQjcct Cidcntifiect on page 3 of c:hapCer 5).
0 It only mcc:ts a couple of the goals identified for the project.
It barely mcc:ts the goals identified for the project.
I It would lilcdy be I very nwtdable project.
I: IDllY or may not be • llllmr.ble project.
0 It would be a difficult project to marU:t.

a
a

c.ompl.ications with design to be aware of:

2) Ghat wlaat JOll'ft rad/_. la tlae mdoled docluDalU. wlaat are JOllr cmrall oplalom el Daip Scheme "B" T
(check two)

a 11 adequately meets all «the p1s identified for the projcc:t (identified on page 3 of c:hapCer 5).

I 1t only mcc:ts a coup1e «the goals identified ror the project.
0 It barely mcc:ts the goals identified for the project.

a 11 would l.ikdy be •very nwtdable project.
f It 1D11Y or 1D11Y DOt be I markmble project.
0 It would be a difficult project to marU:t.

O•mp!ications with design to be aware tr.

<°.

z

r

c

r

d

·

>tt 2':£+

If "No", would )'Oil rcc:oasidcr if Plllmillg .t; c.omervatioa "".If' nshtnce from the Town of Charlton
were made llVlilable for these areas ? 0 Y 0 N
4) In JOUr oplaloll, does tlae COit .map oa tllae nadwaya, aJoas wltll tlae 10% dauity boau (wblcla allowed tlae f
el loU la dab project p f~ SO to 5S loU) fairly cempemate tlae dndoper for tlae added laitial dellsa work
ud COit el walklq tnllaT
I Y UN
S) Bued om tlae raalU _. wttll tbae dalps, lllaoald tlae Cllarltoll l'luualq Board: (answr. all)

a

L Coasider mb:in&. 1ot siza down to 30,ooo lq.ft. in open-space IUbdivislona? ..••............. 1 Y
N
b. o.sidcl' allowing 20,000 1q.ft. lots for bomcs on common aeptic l)'llellll7 ...................... Y I N
C. Coasider allowing fromqe Oil 20-foot wide common lanel/dmu in open-space IUbdivisiona, U long IS these
lanes are owned and maint•incd by some type of' •bomccnmcr'a assoc:illtion"?................. 0 Y ·I N
d. Allow the density bonus for lots to ID up to 20% , and allow the percentage of open-sp9CC to ID down to 40Y.,
u long as additional amenities are provided by the dcYeloper, IUch as one or more of the following: pzebos,
mailroom sbdlea,. playgrounds, atone walla. pic:ltd fencca, etc.? ...................................... UY I N

a

-

THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME/ -
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Feedback Form # 0022

ooz.z..
Master's Degree Thesis Project of Bn":~ Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet
BackgroaDd and lmtnac:tloas:

• IUbdiWicm.
'Ille.....,_.,.._.,..
iaportolmy-" .......... ia
1 - loakiqll Cbartlm'I ..a.till&.......willa ... .,.. ollldl«...-w.& ..,.....- w locG peop1e
wildlilil.
·
..i.idl

m Flaible ~

111111

•

....,_lo

..._ _ _ _ ,.._,_ . . . lti.d< .. llle_,........,."1FriUJ,Octll,1"7. (Jtdum...._, 4JF.......... Slred; Fnal<Jm, MA
02031). Your-wiD prcMdo • ..lio&ic-ola.Jtia&
Cbartlm'I ..a.till& NpllllimL 1baak )""I fer pmticipllia& ia this
pra;.dl

1) GiWD what you'ye read/1ee11 ID tbe eacloted docameatl, what are your overall opiniom or Design Scheme "A" !
. (checlc two)
)(It adcqualdy mocts all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
0 It only meets a couple of the goals identified for the project.
0 It barely meets the goals identified for the projcc:t
J{ It would lilc.cly be a very marketable projcc:t
0 It may or may not be I marketable projcc:t
0 It would be a diffiadt project to market.

~A1/Mt9J?

"IT Cv).-D~ -5-r'/C._ 7b«./lf;;z:2>s- :SOV/'A C

Bc:nc:ficial aspects of design to be aware of:

•

"

·

'-

l{c#' i41[J/f114t5 qt¥'AI ~ -£ l.l!tl-11 ,Ilk ~/al~

2) GiWD what you'ye read/1ee11 ID the eaclolcd docameatl, what are yoar overall opiniom of Design Scheme "B" !
.~cJctwo)
.
~ It adcqualdy mocts all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of c:bapter S).
0 It only meets I couple of the goals identified for the projcc:t
11 barely mccts the goals identified for the project.
)a' It would likdy be a very marla:table project.
0 It may or may DOt be I marketable project.
0 ~t would be I diffiadt JlR!jcct to market.

a

3) In y~.,;s>lnloa. II the extra work hm>Md with the .,,lllysls and tlaip phuel wortb the eft'ort!

0

N

If 9No", would you n:considcr if Planning&; Conservation 1"".ffaslstmtce from the Town of Charlton
were made svailable for these areas ? 0 Y 0 N

4) In your oplnioa. doa the COit aavhlp OD tbele roaclwa11t along with the IO'Y. deuity bonu (which allowed the #
al Iota In thb project IO from SO to 5S Iota) fairly compemate the developer for the added Initial design work
and COit ol walldac traila?
)(Y 0 N
.
.
5) Bucci OD the raalb ICCll with tbele daigDI, mould the Ow1toD Pluudni Board: (answer all)
L Consider recb.:iD&.lot sizes down to 30,000 IQ.ft. in opcn-cpac:c subdivisions? ................. )l'_Y
0N
b. Consider allowing 20,000 IQ.ft. lots for homes on common iCptic l)'ltCllll7 ...................... l(Y 0 N
c. Consider allowing frolllagc on 20-foot wide common lanes/drivel in open-space subdivisions, as long as these
lanes arc owned and maint•incd by IOIDC type of "bomcownct1 asociation9?................. Y 0 N
d Allow the density bonus for lots to IP up to 20% • and allow the pcrccmagc of open-space to IP down to
as long IS additional amenities arc proridcd by the deYdopc:r, such IS one or more of the fY!Jowing: gazebos,
mail.mom shdlca,. playgrowwk. stone walls, pic:la::t fences, de.? ...................................... Jt Y 0 N

i

'°""'

-THANKS AGAIN Fr:JR YOUR TIME/-

I

tUPd.iJ>
,

s

~Z?S-t;-11,o
741t.M)
-d/
•

caAJs,1%Jt•

II

StfJU£ )WtJ,l/i'-R/l?ii/
/_. ____ '1': //
"

/Jr?PSAl9 /.!3~ /A/a?~~/t;l"I~ /~ 7/'6J'/~~ ~c~/'A5MI°'
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Feedback Form # 0033

Master's Degree Thesis Project of Bn1ce Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet
Badcgl'OUlld and lmtnacdom:
e

'Jloo...-..S iolior.-iaD la p..t olmy_..... . . . . . . . . a wbida 1 - btil& ll a..tlm'I ailliD& ~CD f1mQble o-ilapmaol
.......... willl . . p l v1i..a....-w.c.........-•bocbpeaple mdwildlifc.
.
,.._ 8 . - tWo ...... _. . . . It liecltla ......... __...,. "J PrW.q, OdJl, 1"7. (Rolum ..i.tr-: 43 F........ 9tred; Fnmklin, MA
02031).
prvvide •
ailtiaa npb&icm. 111m1< )Oil for parlicipltiq Chio
projoill

v--wiD

.-lilUc-•-u.a....,..to°'""'"'"

a

1) Givm wlaat yoa've read/1ea1 lll the eaclOled docamentl, what are yoar overall opinions of Daign Scheme "A" !
(check two)
0 It adcquatcly meets all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
I It only meets a couple of the goals identified for the project.
0 It barely meets the goals identified for the project.
0 It would likdy be a very marlcctablc project.
0 It may or may not be a marketable project.
' It would be a difficult project to market.

Coipplications with design to be aware of:
~"SC. l.ms .. N e.~e. z•D"- 6'F '911P..D.

2) Givm wlaat yoa've read/1ea1 lll the eaclOled doc:umentl, what are yoar overall opllliom of Daign Scheme "B" f
(check two)
It adcquatcly meets all rL the goals identified for the project (Jdentificd on page 3 of cbapter S).
(J It only meets a aiuplc rL the goals identified for the project.
1t barcly mcc:ts the goa1s identified for the project.
1t would likdy be a very awb:tablc project.
It may or may not be a mam:table project.
It would be a difficult project to mam:t.

I

a

a
a
J

Complications with design to be aware of

~¢.&.-lfff oN o~e 51¥ pF '2o~~ .

Beneficial aspects of design to be aware of
.\f\i.~c ~ oP~ of; ~v1i1e. ~ P~

.y

3) Ill yoar oplaioa. II the extra work hmlmd with the alllysi.r and tla/g1I pbuel worth the effort!

0 N

If "No", would you rcc:onsidcr if Plann.i.ng & Conservation aff ~from the Town of Charlton
were made available for these areas 7 0 Y 0 N

4) 111 yoar oplaloa. doel the COit aniap oa tbele roadways, aloa& with the 10% clauity boam (wblcb allowed tbe #
of lob ill tlall project Co f.- SO to SS lob) fairly compemate the developer for the added lD.itial desip work

QY

ud COit of walldq trallaf

• N

1S

~IE

5) Bued oa tbe remltl . _ with tbele dalpa, lhoald the Oaarltoa Plamdllc Board: (answr all)
L Comider rednciDg_ lot sizes down to 30,000 1q.ft. in open-space IUbdivisioas7 ..•..•..•........ • Y
QN
b. C.omidcr allowing 20,000 lq.ft. lots foc bomca on commaa IC:ptic: ryllr:tMl •..•••••........•.••.. 0 Y I N
c. C.omidcr allowiDg fromqc Oil 20-foot wide commaa lancs/driws in open-space subdivisions, as long as these
lanes are owned and maintained by 101DC type of "bomeowner's association"?................. . Y QN
d Allow the density boans for lots to go ap to 20% , and allow the pcnien1ag1e ol open-space to go dawn to 4<We,
u long as additional amenities are pnMdcd by the dcYdopcr, mch u one oc more of the following: gazebos,
mail room sbcltca. playgrounds. stone walls, picket fences, de.7 ...................................... I Y 0 N

-

Tl«NKS AG.AIN FOR YOUR TIME/ -
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Feedback Form # 0044

Master's Degree Thesis Project of Brllce Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet
Backgroand and lmtnictiom:
• n.. ................. porttlflltf_.... ......... illlwtaida •-loakilll&•a..tlaa'laillia&~Cll Flaible~
oubchioiaal. ...ii Ibo p l tlbcaa-...-villl& ........- far bads people md wildlife.
.

n...•_ ... ....,_. ..... ._......

_...~.,rrwq.ocu1,1"7. {R.dln...im-: 4JF.......,Slnll; Frmklia, MA
02031). Ycair-. wm provide a ....imc .-<L..i..ia& ct.mpa to a..tiaa'I ailliD& ...,witiaaa. 1hmlt,.... farpmtic:ipltiD& iD d1io
projO<l.J

1) Ghal what you've read/1ee11 la the eadoled doc:amentl, what are your ovenll opiniom of Daign Scheme "A" !
(check two)
0 It adcqualely mccts all of the goals idenlificd for the ~jcct (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
Jr It only mccts a couple of the goals identified for the project.
0 It barely meets the goals identified for the project.
0 It would l.ilcdy be a very markr:table project.
0 It may or may not be a markr:tablc project.
if It would be a difficult project to mada:t.
Complications with design to be aware of:

&ht" L&3Vl.-Hl( ,tr~
Benc:fjcja!

~ 1'"-'4"4J> nv.,.,

aspects of design to be aware of: fl',_.,,..<>S

"'~ e~ IA/~_,,,,..,

/7Y

(',.qi}()

µ- :s ~It)

.##o

"'-'•,...M"

z.4'-'V tr.#Js r,,,.,,~.,

.....,,_.._

,r/£6 -;;,v.,,va-.;uo f'k.R;v-04/~P hldlYT4~ w,_,~.:S

,;lk;4S° ~

f'5

O~tf1ttf?'! ;9r ·~

c>_. ,;-"?r·

2) Gh'Cll what you've read/ICCD la the mclOleCI doc:amentl, what are your ovenll oplalom of Daign Scheme "B" !
(check two) .
0 It ldequmdy meets all of the goals jdc:ntjfied for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
il It only mcc:ts a couple of the goals i<lc:ntified for the project. .
It hardy meets~ goals identified for the project.
11 would l.ilcdy be • very markr:tablc project.
It may or may not be • nwtrfl!Ne project. .
if It would be a ditlicul1 project to mada:t.

a
a

a

Comp!icatiom with design to be aware of:

f\tPJI> J.l'M;-1-f' 19-NI!> !!-Gfl'S.> t! di-'' IM .SA&~
c..u>'jtrfTJ "'1"877'~ /':.4.-#(:S

Benc:ficial aspects of design to be aware of:

e'"''1>""n

~~s

-,=~

441' IAfl'~pdO

4'1/'-D'lr.~WNl>~D~1'"1', 1'44~/llP ~ ~~5~

,_,.v;

4r

~•

"""'~ 1.-45

'° Dl';!i'V /91Cf!'9:.

c.o~;;rtnv (.CA-CNrr~p-s

3) IJ: )"CUI' opbaicm, ls the mra work biwlftd with the lllllllysls ud ~ phuel worth the eft'ort!

OY

lJ'N

.

.

If "No", would you reconsider if Planning & Conservation *ff~ from the Town of Charlton
were made available for these areas? y
N . ,.,l/Nl~P'9£. ~,...,. ~~ p ~> J"1I

a

a

$~1'-VS /P~,-,v~p_,, A-<)/ /k#f'~ p~ -:.,V,,,,.,,._7rd~ C>G~"7<!PI'~
4) In yoar oplaloa. cloa the COit .map oa thae roadways, a&oac with the 10% clauity boa111 (which allowed the #

fA Iota la thil project Co from SO to 55 Iota) fairly compeuate the deftloper for the added Initial daip work
ud COit fA waikla& tralb?
'jfY 0 N
.

,.

.

S) Bued ca die raaltl with thae dalpl, moald the Cbarltoa l'laimlac Board: (tll'IS"«r all)
L Consider mlucing_lot sizes down to 30,000 sq.ft. in ClpCD-tplCC lli>divisioas? ...........•..... $'f
0N
b: Consider allowing 20,000 IQ.ft. lots for hoinei OD common ICptic ll}'llClllS'1 •••••••••....•.•••.•• :-j{Y 0 N
c. Consider allowing fromage on 20-foot wide cmnmoa laDesldrives in open-tpaCC subdivisions, as long u these
lanes are owned and maintained by IOIDC type of "bomcowner's moeiation"?............:....,:RY 0 N
d. Allow the density bonus for lots to go up to 20% , and allow the pcn::icntage of opcn-tplCC to go down to 4<We,
u long as additional amenities are povidcd by the deftloper, such as one or more of the following: gazebos,
mailloom sbellea.. playgrounds. llODC walls, picket fena:s, etc.? ......................................~ 0 N

-

THANKS .AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME/ -
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Feedback Form # 0055
Q05S
Master's Degne 11resis Project of Brvce Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet
Backcround ud lmtruc:tiom:
•

'llle-*-1 ......... ilpoitclmy_..... ......... iawbida 1-Jookin&•a..llm'lailtia&~ ... Flaible~
IUbcivioica, willa ... p l
"l""HI*'" 5r bada peaplo lad wildlife.
.
"-•-* ........ _. .... •Md<~
P..W.,, Oct31, 1'9'7. (Rdum ..i.ir-: 43 F......... Stred; Frmklin, MA
02031). y_. - w i l l prcwido. reeliltic- clmekia& dumpl to a..tim'I ailtia&rqp.ibliam. 1hmlt,.... IOrpelticipetiq in 1hia

an.a. ...-w.c

p-ajocll

Ille_,._. ......... ..,

.

1) Givea what you've read/1ee11 la the enclOled doaunmtl, what are yoar overall opinlom of Daign Scheme "A" !
(checlc two)
Jl It adequately meets all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
0 It only meets a couple of the goals identified for the project
It barely meets the goals identified for the project.
0 It would likely be a very marketable project
ll-_It may or may not be a marketable project.
0 It would be a difficult project to market.

a

Complications with design to be aware of:

tf<bw'1..C11~1... /.-OT Qf,,JA/~rl1~

v.s.

Co,A-'tk>AJ

o,.oA) ~fire.£

thepts

Bc:nc6ci1l aspects of design to be aware of:

eof?E/lr OP•N ..sfAC£

o~u<.rwtJ•Tlc$

l) Givaa what yoa'.e read/1ee11 ID the enclOled doc:amelltl, what are yoar overall opinlom of Daign Scheme "B" !
(checlc two)
It adequately meets all ofthe goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
It only meets a couple of the goals identificd_for the project
It barely meets the goals identified for the.project.
.. .
0 It would likdybe a very marla:table.projcct. .
.
.Q It may or may not be a marla::table project.
}J:_It would be a difficult project to market.

'lt=
a
a

Compl.icati

with design to be aware of:
Col"lf-.o,.J LJ:'°)rc..H

LO<ATI':;:) Of

¥£!1s

J)tc:.11,f7t.b

4~

..SOit..

Co,.J.41r1U.-v.!.

3) ID yoar opbdoa. II the extra work Involved with the lllUllysU ud llaip pbuel worth the effort!

DY

Jt'N

If "No•, would you reconsider if Planning & Conscrwtion lltlff .mstmrce from the Town of Charlton
were made svailable for tbcsc areas ? J(Y 0 N

4) ID yoar opiaioa. doa the COit uYiap on thex roadways, aJoas with the 10% density bonas (which allowed the #
~lots ID thll project Co from SO to SS lots) fairly compemate the developer for the added lD1tfal design work
ud COit ~ walldDc tralla!
"j!.Y 0 N
S) Bued OD the remltl IClCa with tbae daigm, lhoald the Charltoa l'lamalDg Board: (OllSWf!r all)
a. Consider rcduciDg_lot liza down to 30,000 1q.ft. in ~ subdivisions? ................. ~ ll N
b. Consider allowin& 20,000 lq.ft. lots for homes OD common 8eptic systems? •.•..••...••.•..••...• 0 Y ~
c: Consider allowin& fromqe OD 20-foot wide common lanel/drives in open~ subdivisions, as long as these
lanes are awned and maint•incd by IOlllC. type of •homeowncr'1 association°?................. ~ 0 N
d. Allow the dcmity boam foe lots to go up to 20% , and allow the percentage of open~ to go down to .w-1.,
as long as additioml amenities are provided by the dr:Ydoper, such as one or more of the following: gazebos,
mailroom sbdU:D,. playgrounds, Slone walls, picb:t fCDCCS, etc.? ...................................... ~ 0 N

-THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME! -
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Feedback Fonn # 0066

Master's De~e 11re.sis Project of Brua Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet
1

Background and Instructions:

•

n.. mdooed ialaomUm. pmtolmy-..'a ........... ia wbidl 1 - loakiagll Chdm'I aiolia&~ ... flaible o-i..-

~ wilb ... .,,.. olbdl.cr...-w.&~hbolb pecplemd wildlife.
.
, , . _ . _ ... ,.._,_. .... 11.•11ct<latl1u•laoe. .•wlope"'7FrtUJ,Octll,l"7. (Rdum..S..-: 4JF.m....,Slnd; Fl'lllklia, MA
02031~ v--will provide. rmliolic- ola.ltia& dutopa lo Chdm'I....., repllliaaL 11ualt,.,.. fer participlliag ia thio
project!

I) Gil'al what you've read/ICell ln the eacloled doc:umentl, what are your overall opinions of Design Scheme "A" !
(check two)
I It adequately meets all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
0 It only meets a couple of the goals identified for the projoct.
0 It barely meets the goals identified for the projoct.
0 It would likely be a very marketable project.
0 It may or may not be a marketable project.
0 It would be a difficult project to market.

2) Gil'al what you've read/ICCll ln tbe eacloled documents, what are your overall opinions of Design Scheme "B" !
(check two)
I It adcquatcly meets all of the goals identified for the project (idcntificd on page 3 of chapter S).
It only meets a couple of the goals jdc:nrified for the project.
1t barely meets the goals idc:ntificd ror the project.
1t would likely be • very marketable project.
0 It may or may not be a marketable project.
0 It would be a diflicult project to market.

a
a

a

Complications with clcsi

Ma.l4 hmrt
i1 ~UIS~

tq be aware of:

~ Ji<Jl~n t "
'i!~S
reru~#t$t1Xfl15Wliu,.,5Ru~
~«
f>tU.
7'h A I'\ soOA.luM"l-

(;,r ~ IM\.J.
Bencficial aspects of dc::sigD to be aware of:

q*YnaJ

u~4 ~Ml

.
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µ,.-·""'""""'1
L-. o:r;.

Corn rnwi PWnu\ 5 IA ~...,., Jl ()u f
cL )
r-r_:i
~ .

3) In your oplnlon, ls tbe extra work lnwlved with tbe ~ and tlaip phuea worth the effort!

IY

0

N

If "No", would you reconsider if Planning&: Conservation aff~from the Town of Charlton
were made available for these areas 7 0 Y 0 N

4) In your oplnlon, does tbe COit uYlnp oa thae roadway1, along with tbe 10% dauity boans (which allowed the #
~ loU ln this project Co f.-i so to 55 lotl) fairly compenaate tbe dndoper for tbe added lnJtial dealgn work
and cost ol walklnc traibf
I Y 0N
.
S) Bued oa tbe

raaltl ICCll with thae dalpa, lboald tbe Charlton Planning Board: (answer all)

a. Consider Rtducing_lot siz.ea down 10 30,000 sq.ft. in opc:n-cpace lillbdivisions? ................. I Y
b. Consider allowing 20,000 sq.ft. loU for homes on common 8Cptic systemS7 ...................... 0 Y

0N

0 N nof-~

c. Consider allowing froatage on 20.foot wide common lancsldrivcs in open~ subdivisions, as long u these
lanes are owned and llllliataincd by 10111C type_of"homcmmcts association"?................. I Y ON
d Allow the density bonus for lots 10 go up 10 20% , and allow the pen:cn1age of opcn-splOC 10 go down to 409/e,
as long u additional amenities are prOYidcd by the developer, such u one or more of the following: gazebos,
mailroom shelJca.. playgrounds, lllOae walls, picket fences, etc.7 ...................................... I Y
N

a

-

THANKS .AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME! -
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Appendix E

Feedback Form # 0077

CXY77
Master's Degree 71resis Project of Brvce Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet
Background and lmtnactiou:
1ho lllCblll ....__ii port almy _.... ...... lbcoia, ia wbidi 1 - lookiag. a..tlal'I mriltingnipllliam ... Flcxil>le Dewlopmcn
~ wilb .... p l alb<a«...-Wil cpaH!>O<lO for balb people and wildlife.
..._ _ _ ._ ............ II '-*Ill . . _........,...... "11~, 0ctJl, 1"7. (Rdllnlacim-: 43 F.......... Sired; Fl'Wlltlia, MA
02031). Y - - w i l l pnMde a ...liolic-al-U., di.mp to a..tlal'I ailtia& nplllicm. Thank )'O'I fer porticipltiag ia this
projecll

1) Given what you've readlleell in the eaclOted docwnents, what are yoar overall opinions of Design Scheme "A" !
(check two)
~ It adequately meets all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
U It only meets a couple of the goals identified for the project.
U It barely meets the goals identified for the project.·
U It would likely be a very ma.rkctable project.
:'I. It may or may not be a ma.rkctable project.
U It would be a difficult project to marla::t.
Complications with design to be aware of:

Benc:ficial aspects of design to be aware of:
2) Given what you've read/lleell in the eaclOted docameuts, what are yoar overall opiniou of Design Scheme "B" !
[cJreck two)
~ It adequately meets all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
U.It only meets a couple of the goals identified for the project.
.
.
U It lmcly meets the goals identified for the project.
;i It woiild likely be a very mamtable project. .
U Ii may or may not be a ma.rkctable project.
It would be a difficult project to marla::t.

a

Complications with design to be aware of:

Benc:ficial aspects of design to be aware of:
3) In yoar oplnloa, ls the extra work inwlved with the -lllysU and tlaign phues worth the effort!

l'~

•>

If "No", would you n:c:onsidcr if Planning &: Conservation aff llS.fistluice from the Town of Charlton
were made available for these areas 7 UY U N

In your oplnloa, does the colt l&viap oa tbae roadways, alq with the 10% density bonus (which allowed the#
tJl lotl la tbls project IO fnm ~ ~ SS lotl) fairly compenaat.e the developer for the added laltial design work
and colt tJl walkin& tralla?
...y UN

5) Bued on the remlll 1ea1 with tbae desipl, Uoald the Charlton l'lanni8I Board: (answer all)
L Consider reducing_lot 1iz.es down to 30,000 sq.ft. in open-space subdivisions? ................. 0 Y ~
b. Consider allowing 20,000 sq.ft. lots for homes on common ICptic systems? ...................... y ~
. c. Consider allowing frontage on 20-foot wide common lancs/drivas in open-space subdivisions, as long as these
l!lnes are owned and ma'intained by some type of "bomeowncr's association"?................. UY )(N
d. Allow the density bonus for lots to ·go up to i0% • and allow the pcrccmage of open-space to go down to •0%,
as long as additional amenities are provided by the developer, such as one or more of the following: gau:bos,
mailIOom shdlcES. playgrounds, stone walls, picket fences, etc.7 ...................................... UY
N

a

,i:

-

THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME/ -
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Appendix E

Feedback Form # 0088

0088
Master's De~e The.sis Project of Brvce Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet
Background and lmtruc:tiom:

•

n.e .......

~ ill*l <If/If_.., dopwlbeoil, ill wbidi 1-loolciag Ill Cl>ad.m'I m.tiqnpillllicmcm Flmble ~
~ willl lbe p l tLbdkr.......W.C~lilr bdh peaplolDd wildlife.
.

n-e ___ .....,_. ... ltMdt . . . . _._.mnlope"7f.W.,, Odll,lW7.
OF........ lltnd; Fnnklio. MA
02031). y_. _ w i l l pvvide • rmliilic-<Lmakia& mm,.. 1o
m.tiq ,.alllliaaL 1llmlt,..,.. fcrpaitic:ipllling a diia

°'"""""

prajecll

~....._,

I) Given what JOU've read/lleell la tbe eadOled doaunmta, what are your overall opl.niou ol Daign Scheme "A" ?
(checlc two)
• It adequately meets all ol the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
0 It only mec:ts a couple of the goals identified for the project.
0 It barely mec:ts the goals identified for the project
It would likely be I very marb:table project
I It may or may not be ·a marb:table project.
0 It would be I difficult project to marlcet.

a

2) Given what JOU'-we read/lleell la tbe eadOled docamellta, what are your overall oplniou oC Dalgn Scheme "B" ?
(checlc two)
I It adequately mcc:ts all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter S).
0 It only meets I couple of the goals·identificd for the project.
1t barely meets the goals identified Car the project.
0 It would likely be I very nwtmblc project.
I It may or may not be a martmble project.
1t would be • diffiai1t project to mamt.

a

a

3) Ia your opbdoa, II tbe extra work lawlYed witla tbe lllUllym and llalp phues worth tbe effort?

IY

0 N

If "No", would you reconsider if Planning 4 Conservation ""1f asistlllU¥ from the Town of Charlton
wc:rc made svailable for these an:as ? 0 Y 0 N

4) Ia yoar oplaioa, doa tbe COit .mop OD tbae roadwa)'I, aJoas witla tbe 10% dauity bomu (which allowed the#
oC loCI la tlala project p from SO to 55 lots) fairly compemate tbe dndoper for tbe added lD.ltial daip work
and eo1t oC walldas traibf
I Y DN
.
5) Bued OD tbe raalta leCD witla tbae dalpa, lboald tbe Cbarltoa Plumblc Board: (answrr all)

JO,ooo

v

a
a

L Consider reducing_ 1ot m.ea c1awn to
aq.A. in open-space subdivisions? ................. 1
N
b. Consider allowing 20,000 aq.ft. Iota for homes OD CXlllUDOD lqJljc systems? ••..••••••••.•.••.•••• I y
N
C. Consider allowing froDlage OD 20-Coot wide COlll1DOll laner/drivcs in open-space subdivisions, 11 long 11 these
lanes arc awned and maimaincd by IOlllC type oC "homeowner'• association"?................. I Y 0 N
d. Allow the density bonus for Iota to IO up to 20% , and allow the percemqc of open-lplCC to IO down to 409!-.
u long 11 8ddi.tional amenities are provided by the dcvdoper, such as ooc or more of the following: ga:zcbos,
mailrooauhcltcn,. playgrounds. stone walls, picht fences, etc.? ...................................... I Y D N

-

THANKS AG.I.JN FOR YOUR TIME! -
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Appendix E

Feedback Fonn # 0099

CXfff
Master's Degree Thesis Project of Br11ce Keller

Open-Space/Flexible Development of Schofield Heights
Feedback Sheet
Backgn11111d aad lutrudioas:

•

n..........s iafarmQm io,.tofmy_.........,...lbolio, in wbida 1-looking. a...tlm'I ...-...~ ... Flexible~
IUbdi....... wida .... p l of bca« .,._,,;.,g apcn-tpaae fer bdb people md wildli{c.
.
. . . _ . _ ........... _. .... llMdta ... _._.mnlopell)'frtUy,OdJl,1"7. (Rdllnl~ 43Forriap!ltred; Fnmklio. MA
02031). Y...--will prvvido •..Jillie of mok.ia& ..._ 1o a..laa'I ...-... ...,u.;c- Tbmlt,.... rorpotlic:ipUg in lllil
proj«IJ

1) Ghom what you've read/teen ID the eacloled doaunelltl, what are your overall opinions of Design Scheme "A" ?

~ly meets all of the goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter 5).
0
0

0
0
0

It only meets a couple of the goals identified for the project.
It barely meets the goals identified for the project.
It would lila:ly be a very mamtable project.
It may or may not be a marketable project.
It would be a difficult project to market.

Complications with design to be aware of:

WtlG-J 9'

Bc:ncficial aspects of design to be aware of:
2) Ghom what you've read/teen ID the eacloled doaunelltl, what are your overall oplDloas or Design Scheme "B" ?
(check two)
It adequately meets all ofthe goals identified for the project (identified on page 3 of chapter 5).
1t on1y meets a c:oup1c ofthe goa1s identified ror the project.
·
It barely meets the goals ideDtified for the Jirojcc( ..
1t would lila:ly be a veiy marb:table ~
It may or may not be a marhtablc ~
0 It would be a difficult project to market.

a

a
a
a

a

Bc:ncficial aspects of design to be aware of:
3) ID y~ ls the extra work bmllved with the 1111111ysU and daip phues worth the dl'ort?

rN

If "No". would you reconsider if Planning&. Conservation *ff .m.stance from the Town of Charlton
were made available for these areas 1 0 Y 0 N

uYiap~throadways, aJoai with the 10% demity boaas (which allowed the #

4) ID your oplaloa. doel the COit
oC Iota ID this project eo r . - SO to
aad COit of walkia& trails?

) fairly ~pauate the deftloper for the added lD.ltial design work

0N

(~r a/!6.~

v-0

5) Baaed on the remlta aem with theae dalpl, lboald the CharttoD PlaaaiDS Board:
L Consider reducing_ lot sizes down to 30,000 IQ.ft. in ~ subdivisions? .................
0N
N
b. Consider allowing 20,000 IQ.ft. Iota for homes OD common ICptic systcmS1 •••..•..•..•....•....•
C. Consider allowing froatqe OD 20-foot wide CIOmmOD lanel/drivea in open-space subdivisi
IS Jong IS these
lanes are owned and 1N1i11t1 inttl by iome type Of"homcowncr's association"?.................
0N
d. Allow the density bonus for Iota to go up to 20% , aild allow the pcrtCDtagc of open-space to~ to 40"/a,
IS long IS additional amenities are provided by the developer, such IS one or more of the fol
· gazebos, .
mail.room shellcts,. playgrounds. Slone walls, pic:tet fences, etc.? ............ ..... ................... ..
0 N

-

THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME/ -
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